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Executive Summary 

Formalized watershed partnerships and watershed action plans (WAP) are important tools for 

communicating about the use of water in a watershed, balancing priorities, and collaborating 

around the care of the watershed. This WAP focuses on the Pinal Creek Watershed. The Cobre 

Valley Watershed Partnership (CVWP), comprised of a network of stakeholders, partners, and 

advisors, contributed to this WAP. The vision of the CVWP is to "Create and maintain vibrant 

and healthy communities, environment, and economy in the Cobre Valley by fostering 

collaboration, transparent decision-making, environmental stewardship, and cooperative projects 

that will benefit the watershed for generations to come." 

The purpose of this WAP is to serve as a guidance document to inform the process of planning 

and implementing community projects to restore and enhance the watershed. The current 

conditions of the watershed are summarized, providing context for the recommendations to 

follow. 

This plan focuses on the top priorities identified through both stakeholder engagement and the 

impacts of the Telegraph Fire. These priorities are not in preferential order. Rather, they 

represent the most immediate and pressing aspects of watershed restoration and action. These 

priorities are: 

● Fire restoration and preparedness 

● Flood mitigation, floodplain restoration, and riparian restoration 

● Drought preparedness and water supply security 

This plan emphasizes supporting existing watershed projects and efforts with resources, 

planning, and strategies while encouraging strong collaboration among stakeholders to not 

duplicate efforts. Additionally, this plan strongly recommends Gila County create a water 

resources professional job position to help foster CVWP and communities in the county who are 

facing similar watershed challenges, and to comprehensively implement recommendations. 
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 Introduction 

Formalized watershed partnerships and watershed action plans are important tools for 

communicating about the use of water in a watershed, balancing priorities, and collaborating 

around the care of the watershed. A joint commitment to caring for a watershed is a critical piece 

of ensuring that everyone, including the plants and animals, has access to enough clean water. 

This commitment comes through partnerships between residents, business owners, government 

entities, corporations, and any others who have a stake in the well-being of the watershed.  

The watershed this action plan focuses on is the Pinal Creek Watershed, which begins near the 

top of the Pinal Mountains and meets the Salt River near Roosevelt Lake. The Cobre Valley is 

the more developed portion of the Pinal Creek Watershed, and includes the City of Globe, Town 

of Miami, Claypool, and Tri-Cities along with several mines. All in all, the Cobre Valley is a 

term used to convey the combination of the Pinal Creek Watershed with all its respective 

tributaries like Bloody Tanks Wash, as well as the developed communities mentioned above.  

The Cobre Valley is located within one of the fastest warming and drying regions in the nation. 

Water supply and demand projections illustrate significant risk to the local economy and 

environmental health. The communities of the Cobre Valley are exclusively reliant on 

groundwater. This reliance presents challenges to these communities due to the mostly 

unregulated nature of the resource and its vulnerability to climactic, land use, and industrial 

trends. Additionally, the local ecology, which relies on precipitation, shallow groundwater, 

surface water, and soil moisture, is being impacted by changes in precipitation, wildfires, land 

use, and other water-stressing influences.  

The Cobre Valley Watershed Partnership was formed to focus work and collaboration 

specifically on water-resources topics for the watershed, and to provide support for the local 

communities as they navigate water-resources challenges into the future. 

1.1. Background 

Watershed partnerships are voluntary collaborations between groups of people and organizations 

who have vested interests in the well-being of their watershed, both now and in the future. 

Possible watershed partners include homeowners, developers, businesses, elected officials, youth 
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groups, environmental organizations, and recreational users of an area. Put another way, 

watershed partnerships are made up of anyone who works, lives, or plays in the watershed 

(Conservation Information Center, n.d). Partnerships are built from the ground up, often making 

their management plans and stewardship programs more successful than top-down regulations. 

Partnerships can also facilitate respectful forums where stakeholders are able to share their 

beliefs and needs and collaborate on positive solutions together (Conservation Information 

Center, n.d.). Watershed partnerships allow for greater local autonomy and agility as 

management solutions are created for the needs of the watershed residents (Conservation 

Information Center, n.d.). Finally, partnerships foster collaboration and facilitate constructive 

dialogue. This aids in mitigating conflicts and keeps stakeholders focused on their shared 

interests for win-win watershed solutions. 

1.2. Formation of the Cobre Valley Watershed Partnership 

To help develop rural community and environmental resilience to these risks, the University of 

Arizona Water Resources Research Center (WRRC) established the Cobre Valley Water 

Research Initiative in 2015. This initiative was completed in cooperation with Gila County 

Cooperative Extension and relied on funding from Freeport McMoRan (FCX) and the US 

Bureau of Reclamation (USBOR).  

In the earliest stage of this endeavor, a community assets assessment was conducted, and the 

findings were summarized in a report. The report was published in 2017 to outline the WRRC’s 

recommendation to form the Cobre Valley Watershed Partnership (CVWP) to create a network 

of stakeholders and partners committed to the improvement of, and resolution of identified 

challenges related to, water resources in the area. 

Following the community assets report, the first water forum was held in September 2018. 

Attendees were presented with a handbook on water resources and a summary of the Gila River 

adjudication as it relates to the Cobre Valley. This water forum, along with subsequent water 

forums, we all organized and hosted by the WRRC, and are described further in Section 1.2.2 

below. At the first water forum, stakeholders developed the vision and goals for the CVWP 

through break-out groups, and on-site polling for consensus. The mission was developed with a 
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smaller group of stakeholders after the kick-off meeting by using frequently used words and 

ideas from stakeholders during the meeting. The vision, mission, and goals are below. 

 CVWP Vision, Mission, Goals 

The vision and goals for the watershed were developed through breakout working groups at the 

first water forum, and voted on by the stakeholder present. They represent the consensus among 

vested parties, and are purposefully vague so as to be adaptable to changing circumstances over 

time. The mission for the watershed was developed through conversations over several meetings 

with stakeholders at the beginning of Phase 1. Together, these guiding statements are the key 

drivers for watershed partnership work in the Cobre Valley. 

 Vision 

Create and maintain vibrant and healthy communities, environment, and economy in the Cobre 

Valley by fostering collaboration, transparent decision-making, environmental stewardship, and 

cooperative projects that will benefit the watershed for generations to come. 

 Mission 

The Cobre Valley Watershed Partnership strives to facilitate stakeholder driven watershed 

planning that promotes environmental stewardship and sustainable economic development 

through community action and educational outreach. 

 Goals 

System Efficiency and Wise Utilization of Resources 

1. Revise the existing water budget with updated data and information 

2. Expand land management practices to better utilize storm water flows and quality 

Economy and Development 

3. Set framework for private-public partnerships for long-term water supply resilience 

4. Explore feasibility of matching water quality to use 
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Recreation and Environment 

5. Foster ecological stewardship to preserve, enhance, and manage natural resources for 

resilience, adaptation, and restoration 

6. Combine and share both knowledge and resources under guiding philosophies for 

collective impact 

Water Awareness 

7. Education of the public and decision-makers to increase awareness and motivate action 

 Leadership 

The leadership consists of both a Board of Directors as well as an Executive Committee. This 

leadership was voted on through an online survey format as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

The inaugural leadership is as follows:

Board of Directors:  

Mayor Al Gameros (City of Globe) 

Freddy Rios (Arizona Water Company)  

Adam Bromley (USFS) 

Melissa Steele (City of Globe)  

 

Executive Committee: 

Chris Jones (UA Extension, Gila County) 

Sandy Palmer (Gila County IDA) 

Ben Downer (UA Extension, Gila County)

The Cobre Valley Watershed Partnership (CVWP) is continually working towards the vision and 

goals created in 2018 by improving knowledge of the watershed in conjunction with the WRRC, 

building relationships with multiple stakeholders, identifying funding, and taking action on 

opportunities that align with the vision and goals.   

 Water Forums 

All water forums have been organized and hosted by the WRRC. These forums have been 

critical to the community-wide collaboration and ideas development and exchange among 

stakeholders. For additional information on agendas, speakers, presentations, and outcomes, the 

website provides documentation for each forum (https://wrrc.arizona.edu/Forums-Cobre-Valley). 

https://wrrc.arizona.edu/Forums-Cobre-Valley
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The summaries provided below are derived from this website, and are included here for a quick 

view of one facet of CVWP progress through these forums over time. 

Forum 1, 2018 

On September 6, 2018 more than 50 people, including elected officials, utility and planning staff, 

natural resource experts, and other interested water users gathered in Miami, Arizona to discuss 

water resources management. The quality and depth of ideas around regional water resources 

laid the groundwork for next steps (WRRC, 2021c). 

Forum 2, 2019 

This forum brought together around 70 people to look at water in the region from different 

angles and perspectives while continuing the conversation from the first forum. The discussion 

illustrated the importance of secure and clean water supplies to everyday lives, focused on 

current water supply and demand estimates, and looked towards public awareness and education 

about water (WRRC, 2021c). 

Forum 3, 2020 

This forum was hosted and attended online as a result of the pandemic. Over 60 people logged in 

to learn about how healthy forests and uplands support the overall health of the watershed. Over 

a dozen speakers shared information and specific recommendations to help evaluate community 

members’ roles in the changing reality of forests, fire, and watershed health (WRRC, 2021c). 

 Phase 1 Summary and Milestones 

Gila County Industrial Development Authority (IDA), with the help of the WRRC, applied for 

and received a USBOR WaterSMART Phase 1 grant to formally create a watershed partnership 

to address the water-resources challenges in the Cobre Valley. Phase 1 work spanned the time 

between October 30, 2019 and January 31, 2021. The work conducted encountered a series of 

challenges, chief of which was the global pandemic. The Watershed Action and Restoration Plan 

was drafted through meetings, personal calls, various outreach events, and all through the 

pandemic. Stakeholder input on project ideas and overarching themes for this plan was pivotal; 
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all project ideas were from stakeholder input. The biggest stakeholder engagement event was the 

Water Forum held in November 2020 via Zoom. The event featured speakers, interactive 

surveys, breakout rooms, and a virtual field trip of a local high school. The event was 

summarized by the WRRC in a 27-page report (WRRC, 2021a). 

Phase 1 work also included several stakeholder meetings, another water forum, working groups, 

outreach events, and building community partnerships. 

 Science Coordination Team 

The Science Coordination Team is an advisory group for the Cobre Valley Watershed 

Partnership. It provides input on and recommendations of priorities and projects to support 

watershed health, based on collaborative exploration of and participation in research and studies 

relevant to the region. Meetings focused on the Ecosystems Services study being conducted by 

the WRRC, and how the findings will be applied in the region, as well as subject matter experts 

speaking on technical topics for attendees. Stakeholders engaged in the conversation and 

provided feedback for both the Ecosystem Services Study as well as this watershed action plan. 

 Recreation Team 

The Recreation Team is a partner group for the Cobre Valley Watershed Partnership that focuses 

primarily on recreation opportunities and overlap efforts within the community. Recreation is a 

vital component of bringing people closer to the watershed, as well as engaging the community 

in a multi-faceted way. Meetings focused on grants opportunities, recreation plans, trails updates 

and needs, as well as places to combine effort for greater impact within the community.  

 Beautification Committee/TrashMob! 

The beautification committee was formed near the end of 2020 with the primary goal of picking 

up trash around the community. The first cleanup coincided with the water forum to boost 

visibility and awareness in the community. The CVWP wanted to create a positive impact in the 

community while respecting COVID health recommendations such as social distancing. The 

CVWP partnered with the Cathy Sanchez Memorial Foundation to organize these events into 

regular occurrences, and has had other notable partners such as Gila PROUD and Capstone 
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Mining. These trash cleanup events are ongoing, and have expanded to include post-Telegraph 

Fire community support such as sandbag filling and delivery for at-risk community members.  

 Bi-weekly Office Hours 

In addition to the teams described above, during the pandemic, the CVWP found creative ways 

to maintain presence and engagement within the community. The CVWP instituted semi-regular 

online office hours for stakeholders and community members to have informal chats about any 

watershed topics they wanted. The office hours have been met with modest success. These office 

hours are ongoing, and the hope is to transition to in-person hours as circumstances permit. 

 Non-Profit Status 

By-Laws were written by two dedicated community members in December 2019, and presented 

to stakeholders through a series of meetings and email notifications for feedback. Through these 

meetings, a final version of the by-laws was voted on and approved in the first week of July 

2020. The by-laws lay out how the leadership will be structured, and subsequently kicked off 

solicitation for leaders for the forming of the Cobre Valley Watershed Partnership as a non-profit 

organization. 

In the last week of October through the first week of November 2020, the Board of Directors and 

Executive committee were voted in by stakeholders using an online platform due to the 

pandemic. 

The paperwork for the non-profit status was filed, and non-profit status was granted through the 

State of Arizona Corporation Commission on March 22, 2021. The organization received its IRS 

tax identification number on June 25, 2021.  

 Watershed Action Plan Development 

This document was developed through input from several water resources focused forums, 

meetings with stakeholders, science coordination team meetings, and communication with 

CVWP leadership. Throughout its development, this WAP has also benefited from the input and 

review of water resource professional working in the Cobre Valley and the greater region.  
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 Summary of Current Conditions 

The current conditions presented here are summarized from several sources, most importantly 

the Cobre Valley Handbook and the Draft Ecosystem Services Study, both produced by the 

WRRC through their pivotal work in the region.  

 Watershed Conceptual Definition 

A watershed is a region of land from which all water drains to a common low point. Watersheds 

are also sometimes referred to as basins or catchment areas (USGS, 2021b). The concept of a 

watershed is holistic in that a watershed includes the land, the surface water on the land, the 

groundwater, and the atmosphere above the watershed. (USGS, 2021a). Furthermore, a 

watershed also includes manmade features such as buildings and farms. Looking at the figure 

below, one can see how the watershed is akin to a basin and includes the water, atmosphere, 

land, forests, buildings, agricultural spaces, and industrial areas.  

 

  Figure 1. Watershed Conceptual Figure (DuPage Rivers, 2021) 
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 Geography 

The Pinal Creek Watershed drains an area of approximately 100 square miles. Pinal Creek 

begins near the top of the Pinal Mountains and meets the Salt River near Roosevelt Lake. The 

watershed is east of Phoenix in the mountains of southern Gila County, and is between the Basin 

and Range zone and the Mogollon Rim. This area is characterized by rugged mountains, 

canyons, and narrow basins. The highest point of elevation within Cobre Valley is Pinal Peak, at 

7,848 feet. The lowest point of elevation is near where Pinal Creek meets Roosevelt Lake at 

2,000 feet.  

The Cobre Valley is the more developed portion of the Pinal Creek Watershed, and includes the 

City of Globe, Town of Miami, Claypool, and Tri-Cities along with several mines. The City of 

Globe is the largest community, covering approximately 18 square miles with a population of 

over 7,000 people. The communities of Miami, Claypool, and Central Heights-Midlands City are 

each smaller than 2 square miles and have a population of 2,500 people or less in the region. 

These communities reside at approximately 3,500 ft elevation. 

The Cobre Valley is a term used to convey the combination of the Pinal Creek Watershed with 

all its respective tributaries like Bloody Tanks Wash, as well as the developed communities 

mentioned above. 

 Streams/washes 

The Pinal Creek Watershed includes seven sub-watersheds within the Upper Salt River 

Watershed (HUC 15060103): Upper Pinal Creek, Middle Pinal Creek, Lower Pinal Creek, 

Horseshoe Bend Wash, Miami Wash, Bloody Tanks Wash, and Russell Gulch (Figure 2). 

(“HUC” refers to “hydrologic unit code,” created by the US Geological Survey as a hierarchical 

system that divides and subdivides regions based on drainage area.  The bigger the number or 

“code,” the smaller the drainage area. Riparian zones line the areas directly adjacent to streams, 

and usually include the streambanks but can extend as far outward as the floodplain. These areas 

are characterized by plants and wildlife that are highly connected to, and dependent on, water 

(NRCS, 1996).  
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Figure 2. Pinal Creek Watershed and Subwatersheds (WRRC, 2018) 

 Climate 

The Pinal Creek Watershed has an arid climate, meaning it is dominated by evaporation rather 

than precipitation. Climate in this area has been generally characterized by hot summers with 

heavy monsoon rains, and warm winters with mild precipitation. Cobre Valley usually sees an 

average of 13-19 in of rain per year and temperatures ranging from 43-83℉ (WRRC, 2018). 

However, climate change is impacting temperatures and rainfall across Arizona, leading to 

greater temperature extremes and more intense monsoons (Magill, 2017).  

 Land Use/Ownership 

The majority of the land in the Watershed is federally held, with the largest areas managed by the 

United States Forest Service (USFS) and United States Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 

(WRRC, 2018). Private land covers a significant portion of the remaining land area in the 

Watershed. Local mining companies are the largest private landowners in the Cobre Valley 

Watershed. There are at least 137 mines, both active and inactive, located in the Watershed 

(ADOT, 2013). A portion of the watershed is residential as well. The City of Globe covers 18% 

of the land area in the watershed and residents have a home ownership rate of about 65% (U.S. 

Census Bureau, 2019). 
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Figure 3. Cobre Valley Watershed area land uses (WRRC, 2018) 

 Water Resources 

Water resources in the Cobre Valley are limited, and are primarily derived from groundwater. 

Two main aquifers lie below the Cobre Valley. The first is the shallow alluvial aquifer, which is 

an unconsolidated and unconfined aquifer that is up to 400 feet deep. This aquifer is 

contaminated from historical mining activities, and is currently a designated WQARF site 

managed by Freeport (ADEQ, 2020b). The majority of the area’s production water comes from 

the much deeper Gila Conglomerate Aquifer, which reaches depths of 4,000 ft, and contains 

water meeting state and federal drinking water standards (WRRC, 2018). The City of Globe 

draws additional water from the nearby Cutter Basin, which also supplies communities on the 

San Carlos Apache Reservation (Town of Gilbert, 2019). Water levels in the City of Globe wells 

in the Cutter Basin are dropping dramatically, reflecting a declining amount of water available 

(WRRC, 2018). Recycled water is another local resource that is used in area mines, and creates 

beneficial riparian areas around the watershed (Walker, 2015).   
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 Arid Climate and Drought Risk 

The Cobre Valley is in an arid region, and has experienced many droughts in the past. Drought 

continues to be a serious concern for the watershed as water resources are already strained. 

Although drought is a natural part of the climate cycle in the American southwest, droughts are 

projected to increase in frequency and duration for the area (WRRC, 2021b). Subsequently, the 

Cobre Valley will begin to keenly feel the effects of more frequent and longer droughts with 

already stressed water resources. Hotter temperatures accompanying drought place stress on 

local water resources and vegetation, as well as influence infiltration and recharge (WRRC, 

2018). As a result, fire risk will expand across the watershed as drying vegetation creates more 

accessible fuels for potential wildfires (NIDIS, 2021). Additionally, groundwater resources will 

be more impacted by less precipitation, which in turn means there is less water for recharge or 

adding to storage all while extraction is still occurring (NIDIS, 2021). 

5 

 

Figure 4. Seasonal drought projection for U.S. through December 2021 (U.S. Drought Monitor, 2021) 
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 Economy/Community 

The community is composed of the Town of Miami, City of Globe, Claypool, and the Tri-Cities 

area. The economy in this area is driven by mining, ranching, and tourism. Mining has been 

occurring in the Cobre Valley area since 1878 and still supports much of the local economy 

today (WRRC, 2017). Ranching also plays a big role in the economy and its products are 

showcased each year at the Gila County Fair (Gila County Fair, 2020). Local organizations such 

as The Cobre Valley Center for the Arts create opportunities for expression and connection 

within the community (WRRC, 2017). Other events, such as First Friday! which highlights local 

businesses in Globe, can both stimulate the local economy and foster community engagement 

(City of Globe, 2021). Additional community engagement groups such as the Beautification 

Committee described above, the newly formed annual PoppyFest, and I Art Globe committee are 

working to engage more local citizens, as well as boost tourism to the community to enhance 

vibrancy and resiliency through changing economic circumstances.  

 Watershed Action Plan Purpose and Overarching Goals 

The purpose of this watershed action plan is to improve integration of watershed protection 

principles with land use planning and project development processes that enhance water security, 

water quality, flood protection, stormwater management, stream protection, and water 

conservation and reuse. Simply put, this action plan is a guidance document to inform the 

process of planning and implementing community projects to restore and enhance the watershed. 

Projects to restore and enhance the watershed include everything from community outreach 

activities, to large-scale ecological endeavors, and everything in between. This watershed action 

plan is intended to be adaptive to the needs of the community over time and to incorporate 

projects or other community efforts that are stakeholder-driven and fully supported by the 

community. The framework outlined in this action plan was developed through collaborative 

stakeholder input and identifies actionable goals, priorities, and processes for the partnership in 

an adaptive manner for implementation over time. 

The purpose of the watershed action plan is also to provide a cohesive vision for the watershed, 

provide guidance on environmental priorities, and prioritize watershed restoration efforts. The 
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plan includes a large group of proposed projects and actions, included in the Appendix 1. 

However, this action plan will focus on the top priorities identified through both stakeholder 

engagement and the impacts of the Telegraph Fire.  

The overarching goals of this plan are to: 

1. Support existing guidance and local governance efforts with robust environmental 

planning and natural resource management strategies. 

2. Focus restoration and management actions on the priorities identified. 

3. Detail the overlapping connections among stakeholders to break down barriers to 

communication and collaboration. 

4. Provide watershed restoration project roadmaps that are easily transferable to project and 

grant organization. 

5. Outline watershed-focused enhancements that can be added to other community projects 

that may not be watershed focused, but by being in the watershed provide an opportunity 

for watershed education, demonstrations, and ecological improvement for enhanced 

water security. 

6. Be the foundation for leaders, stakeholders, community members, and vested 

organizations to build continued watershed collaboration, organization, and 

improvements over the long-term. 

2.1. Integrated Watershed Restoration and Management Approach 

The watershed is an integrated system of natural and man-made processes all contributing to 

water resources as described above in Section 2. Subsequently, the restoration and management 

of the watershed needs to take an integrated approach. This integration focuses on: 

1. Enhancing, managing, and monitoring natural processes, 

2. Mitigating and managing man-made influences on the watershed, and 

3. Adapting restoration and management strategies to current and forecasted conditions. 

This integration requires the continued communication and collaboration of stakeholders in the 

area. These stakeholders have influenced the watershed in a variety of contexts, and will 
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continue to influence the watershed. There are many existing efforts within the watershed, and 

stakeholders will see more return on their efforts through commitment and collaboration. The 

current list of stakeholders is below.  

Table 1. List of Stakeholders and partners, not exhaustive 

City of Globe UA Extension AJAX Engineering 

Town of Miami Pinto Valley Mine Miami High School 

Tri-Cities Sanitation District James E. Rogers College of Law Globe High School 

Gila County IDA Gila County USBOR 

Arizona Water Company BHP Mine Local Business Owners 

Freeport McMorRan (FCX) Central Arizona Governments ADEQ 

Globe-Miami Chamber of 
Commerce 

Eastern Arizona Community 
College 

Cathy Sanchez Memorial 
Foundation 

WRRC Gila Watershed Partnership GilaPROUD 

San Carlos Apache Tribe USFS Capstone Mining 

Concerned Citizens Pinal Creek Trails Group SRP 

 

 Existing planning and guidance documents 

This action plan is not a governing nor a regulatory or enforceable document. Rather its intention 

is to support and complement existing federal, state, and local governing regulatory documents 

listed below in Table 1. Actions and projects for the watershed must adhere to applicable federal 

or state standards for environmental compliance, and consider the various rules for planning and 

implementation. Using existing planning, regulating, and guidance documents offers an 

additional opportunity to frame projects or other actions in a way that is likely to engage more 

partners, and elicit buy in from various agencies. 

The CVWP recommends creating an Environmental Management Plan prior to any project or 

action within the watershed. An Environmental Management Plan (EMP) is a guidance 

document to identify environmental aspects of a project and develop a plan to safely manage and 

protect, or mitigate impacts to these environmental aspects during project activities. Often, these 

are requirements for project permits or approvals. An example Environmental Management Plan 

is included in Appendix 2 for reference, along with additional descriptions. 
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Table 1. Inventory of Local Policies Aligned with Watershed Planning and Improvement Activities 

Governance 
Level 

Regulatory Document Links 

Federal   

Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. §1251 et seq.  
1972 

Link 

Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.C. § 1531 et seq. 
1973 

Link, Link, 
Link 

US Forest Service - Draft Tonto National Forest Management Plan 
2019 

Link  

Bureau of Land Management 
Lower Sonoran Decision Area – Resource Management Plan 

2012 
Link 

State 

Arizona Department of Water Resources Link 

Arizona Department of Water Quality 
5-Year Non-Point Source Pollution Management Plan 

FY2020 
link 

ADOT Environmental Planning Department Link 

Local 

Gila County Comprehensive Master Plan 
2018 

Link 

Gila County Land Use and Resource Policy Plan (LURPP) 
2010 

Link 

Gila County Subdivision Regulations 
2018 

Link 

City of Globe 2035 Plan  Link 

Southern Gila County Wildfire Prevention Plan 
2015, 2021 

Link, Link 

For a more thorough explanation of how these regulatory documents pertain specifically to the 

Cobre Valley and this Action Plan, see Appendix 1 of the Ecosystem Services in Pinal Creek 

Watershed, Central Arizona by the WRRC. 

 The Gila River Adjudication (Adjudication) 

The Gila River Adjudication (Adjudication) is a judicial proceeding that started in the 1970s to 

determine the nature, extent, quantities, and relative priorities of water rights in Arizona 

(ADWR, 2021b). The Natural Resource Use & Management Clinic at the University of Arizona 

College of Law developed a memorandum in 2018 for the first water forum titled Overview of 

water rights adjudication, groundwater management, and potential Clean Water Act jurisdiction 

https://www.epa.gov/laws-regulations/summary-clean-water-act
https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/tonto/landmanagement/planning
https://eplanning.blm.gov/public_projects/lup/11856/40127/42156/01-LSDA_ROD-ARMP_FINAL_2012-09-19_web-with-Links_sans-map-pages.pdf
http://infoshare.azwater.gov/docushare/dsweb/Get/Document-11348/Groundwater_Code_Overview.pdf
https://static.azdeq.gov/wqd/swqip/az_nps_fy20-24.pdf
https://azdot.gov/business/environmental-planning
https://www.gilacountyaz.gov/documents/docs/CommunityDevelopment/Zoning%20File/Comp%20Plan.pdf
https://www.gilacountyaz.gov/documents/docs/CommunityDevelopment/Planning/2010_LURPP_FINAL_8_11_10.pdf
https://www.gilacountyaz.gov/Subdivision%20Regulations-Last%20Amended%2008-20-2018.pdf
https://www.globeaz.gov/sites/g/files/vyhlif5376/f/uploads/gp2035-draft-march-2014-3-12_0.pdf
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as they relate to rights and activities in the Cobre Valley, which provided an overview of the 

Adjudication for Cobre Valley Stakeholders. This memorandum is included in Appendix 3. From 

the memo: 

The adjudication of water rights in the Gila River system involves the complex 

and contentious litigation of thousands of water rights claims in several 

watersheds. The Gila River adjudication (Adjudication) includes surface water 

diverted from a stream, non-diversionary instream uses, impoundments in ponds 

and reservoirs located in natural channels, and withdrawals from wells of 

underground water that is found to be closely connected with a stream (i.e. 

subflow). The Gila River Adjudication affects any person or entity who uses 

surface water or has made a claim to water use within the Gila River system, 

which includes surface water uses in the Cobre Valley area. 

As described above, the Cobre Valley is within the Pinal Creek watershed, and Pinal Creek flows 

north to the Salt River, which then flows into Roosevelt Lake. The Salt River is a tributary to the 

Gila River, which makes it part of the Gila River Adjudication. Therefore, the Cobre Valley 

area’s surface waters and stream subflow are subject to the Adjudication and its process for 

quantifying and prioritizing water rights claimed within the Gila River system (Natural Resource 

Clinic, 2018). Water users are responsible for filing a statement of claimant (SOC) by certain 

deadlines in order to avoid forfeiture of any water rights they may have per Arizona Revised 

Statute § 45-254 (ADWR, 2021a; Natural Resource Clinic, 2018). Stakeholders who are 

concerned about the impacts of the Adjudication should refer to ADWR and Maricopa Superior 

Courts Adjudication websites for periodic updates on procedures and progress. This progress 

may accelerate soon due to new funding for ADWR. In the First Regular Session of 2021, the 

Arizona Legislature approved SB 1763 creating a General Adjudication Fund that will give 

ADWR the resources to hire additional staff, services, and tools to advance the Adjudication 

(Arizona Legislature, 2021). The Adjudication is not yet finalized, but is moving quickly. It will 

have important implications for the Cobre Valley, and descriptions are included here for that 

purpose.  
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 Adaptive Management 

Adaptive management is a process that promotes flexible decision making that allows for 

adjustments as outcomes and more information from management actions become available over 

time (Williams et, al., 2009). Adaptive management is an iterative learning process that produces 

better understanding and improved management over time (Williams et, al., 2009). It allows 

decision-makers to make decisions in the face of uncertainty, and have confidence that they can 

improve their management of resources as they learn (Williams et, al., 2009). Adaptive 

management also recognizes the importance of natural variability in ecological processes and 

response (Williams et, al., 2009). 

The adaptive management cycle consists of only four parts, which all feed back into one another: 

plan, do, evaluate and learn, adjust. This is best demonstrated in the following figure, where each 

of these steps leads into the next, and includes more detail in the process.  

 

Figure 5. Adaptive Management Cycle (Jones, 2005) 
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The adaptive management approach is vital to successfully restoring and managing the 

watershed. There is not only a lot of uncertainty surrounding actions that can be taken to support 

the priorities identified here, but also the outcomes of any decisions will need to be monitored 

and evaluated to determine if those decisions were successful, and to what degree. Furthermore, 

at a watershed scale, many decisions will have outcomes that are not apparent for a long time. 

The leaders and stakeholders of the future will need a foundational understanding of how those 

decisions were made, and how to evaluate any adjustments that may need to be made later.  

Taking action to restore and improve the watershed is important to start sooner than later. 

Adaptive management can get these actions moving and create room for decision-makers to 

adjust their management as needed. This is not to say to throw caution to the wind and blindly 

begin implementing projects. Careful planning is still needed to ensure time and resources are 

not wasted on actions or projects that will only be overturned by future decision-makers. The 

long-vision and high-level priorities outlined in this document are provided as anchoring points 

for decisions and management so as to encourage efficient use of time and resources.  

2.2. Watershed Restoration Approach 

Water seeks the easiest path. So too should actions and management decisions that restore, 

enhance, and improve the watershed. What this means is, if there are projects or management 

decisions that have been planned and need a small boost to get to implementation, effort should 

be put into getting to implementation. Effectively, pick the low hanging fruit. 

Water takes its time. So too should actions and management decisions that restore, enhance, and 

improve the watershed. What this means is, the priorities identified in this document will require 

a long view of effort and success. Therefore, the efforts to reach success need to start now, and 

be started with the intention of being championed forward for a long duration. Effectively, 

watershed restoration is a marathon, not a sprint. 

Water is everywhere. So too should actions and management decisions that restore, enhance, and 

improve the watershed. What this means is, there are more opportunities to restore and enhance 

watershed function than decision-makers might realize. It will take open eyes and open minds to 
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look for anywhere to bring the watershed to the fore. Effectively, your mission is where your feet 

are. 

 Telegraph Fire Refocus  

The Telegraph Fire, one of the largest in Arizona’s history, burned 180,757 Acres between June 

4, 2021 and July 3, 2021 (InciWeb, 2021). Several evacuation orders were executed in Miami, El 

Capitan, and Top-of-the-World (InciWeb, 2021). Fifty-two structures were damaged but 

fortunately no human injuries or fatalities occurred (InciWeb, 2021). Contributing factors to the 

fire included excessive heat, long-term drought, and high winds (InciWeb, 2021). The primary 

fuels for the fire were grasses and brush (InciWeb, 2021).  

 

Figure 6. Telegraph Fire Burn Area Map (InciWeb, 2021) 
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The Telegraph Fire made tangible the threats and impacts of increasing wildfire risk. Prior to this 

event, this watershed restoration plan focused on explaining the high risk for wildfire, the 

resulting adverse impacts on the watershed, and preventing future wildfires through watershed 

restoration work. These descriptions were more focused on future potentials and future efforts. 

However, the Telegraph Fire realized many of those risks, and the adverse impacts are being felt 

today. This can provide an impetus for the community to prioritize and focus on key watershed 

projects that help mitigate future fire and post-fire hazards risks. 

 Priorities 

The watershed restoration and management efforts are large efforts that can, at times, feel 

overwhelming. However, there are certain aspects of watershed work that take precedence due to 

their immediate impact on the communities and their long-term returns that require 

action/planning now. The Telegraph Fire shifted the priorities of this watershed action plan to 

focus on the immediate risks and damages that resulted from the wildfire. As the watershed is 

already impacted by man-made influences, it should be actively managed to counter these 

influences rather than waiting for natural cycles for restoration. While there are many projects 

and project enhancements that can be undertaken at any point, concerted effort should be focused 

on the following priorities:  

1. Fire restoration and preparedness 

2. Flood mitigation, floodplain restoration, and riparian restoration 

3. Drought Preparedness and Water Supply Security 

These priorities are not in preferential order. Rather, they represent the most immediate and 

pressing aspects of watershed restoration and action post-Telegraph Fire and into the near future.  

 Fire restoration and preparedness 

 Fire restoration 

Fire restoration is an immediate priority as a result of the Telegraph Fire, described in Section 

3.2.2. Fire restoration is a long-term process that focuses on repairing infrastructure and natural 
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resource damages caused by the fire and can take many years (U.S. Forest Service, 2021a). Fire 

restoration will come in two overarching forms:  

1. Rehabilitating the burned areas of the watershed to restore ecological and water cycle 

function, and  

2. Applying proven forest management techniques to unburned areas of the watershed to 

restore fire ecology and prevent wildfires from becoming devastating events. 

Rehabilitating the burned areas of the watershed will be a long, multi-faceted, and repetitive 

process. Nevertheless, these efforts are important to begin as soon as possible, and be sustained 

over the long-term (U.S. Forest Service, 2021a). Timely rehabilitation efforts reduce 

environmental impacts of fire and can have a positive impact on the community’s social and 

economic situation in the months and years after a fire (Coalitions & Collaboratives, Inc., 2021). 

The USFS Burned Area Emergency Response (BAER) team recommends initial emergency 

stabilization treatments for 1-year post-fire, and rehabilitation treatments for up to 3 years 

(USFS, 2021b). The benefits from these efforts will result in improved water cycle function and 

ecological function. Good water cycling in the watershed begins with healthy soils that infiltrate 

water from rain and snow, and pass that infiltration down to the water table in the form of 

recharge. Ecological function is supported by healthy water cycle function. Plant and tree roots 

rely on healthy soils and well-infiltrated water. Animals rely on water and the plants for their 

habitat. 

 Strategies and techniques that have been shown to restore burn areas, and enhance water cycling 

include: 

● Erosion Control Structures 

o Straw Wattles 

o Log-Cross Vanes 

o Rock Berms 

o Check dams 

● Revegetation 

o Re-seeding with native species 
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o Tree planting 

These techniques are described further in the Wildfire Restoration Handbook, developed by the 

Rocky Mountain Fire Institute, and collaborating organizations (Coalition et. al., 2015). 

Applying proven forest management techniques to unburned areas of the watershed is important 

to restoring the natural fire ecology that this area has evolved with. In addition, restoring the 

natural fire ecology will prevent wildfires from becoming devastating events.  

Fire ecology describes how fire is a natural component of many ecosystems, and interacts with 

the ecosystem in a normal, beneficial way (ESA, 2002). Fire suppression in many dry forest 

types has left a legacy of dense, homogeneous forests. Such landscapes have high water demands 

and fuel loads, and when burned can result in catastrophically large fires. These characteristics 

are undesirable in the face of projected warming and drying in the western US. Alternative forest 

and fire treatments based on managed wildfire - a regime in which fires are allowed to burn 

naturally and only suppressed under defined management conditions - offer a potential strategy 

to ameliorate the effects of fire suppression (Boisramé, et al., 2017). The benefits of active forest 

and fire management are a reduction in the risk for devastating wildfire that threatens the 

community. In addition, the ecology will flourish once managed to its more natural state. 

Strategies and techniques that have been shown to restore fire ecology include: 

● Prescribed burns (to reduce fuel load) 

● Cutting and mastication (to reduce fuel load) 

● Invasive species removal and management (to reduce fuel load and help native species) 

● Native species planting (to restore native ecology and habitat) 

● Soil erosion management (to maintain native ecology and help soil moisture) 

An additional resource that explains local fire ecology is the final Woodbury Fire Ecology 

Report by Tonto National Forest Fire Ecologist Mary Lata. This report is a comprehensive 

review of the conditions leading to the fire, the severity of the burns, the impacts to the burn 

areas, and management implications for future fires. The report also makes the case for active 

forest management, even as management increases in difficulty. “The absence of fire in fire 

adapted ecosystems not only allows live and dead woody fuel to increase, but the fuels also 
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become more contiguous. This results in higher intensity and higher severity, and increases the 

potential patch size of high severity effects” (Lata, 2019). The Telegraph Fire demonstrated this, 

and future wildfires will continue to pose a risk until the forests are restored to their fire adapted 

conditions.  

 Fire preparedness 

In addition to fire restoration, fire preparedness in the community is imperative to preventing 

loss of life and property. The communities of the Cobre Valley exist at the Wildland Urban 

Interface (WUI) which describes development at the boundary with wildlands areas. This 

development pattern places many people at risk for loss from wildfire. The communities of the 

Cobre Valley need to engage in active fire preparedness to help decrease the risk they face. Fire 

preparedness can be implemented at any level, from the state, to the county, to the municipal, to 

the private residence. Fire preparedness strategies include: 

● Public education and outreach (to inform the public of risks, constructive actions they can 

take, and emergency preparedness strategies) 

● Fire-Wising properties (to encourage defensible space and prevent opportunities for fire 

to catch near structures) 

● Managing invasive plant species (to minimize the spread of wildfire, rehabilitate fire-

adapted ecology, and enhance local water cycling by preventing undue uptake by 

invasive species)   

● Water storage (to have a local emergency supply ready for when the next fire comes and 

prevent lag time pumping water or flying water in from a lake) 

 Flood mitigation, floodplain restoration, and riparian restoration 

Flood mitigation, floodplain restoration, and riparian restoration are all aspects of restoring 

surface water function and cycling. A more complete description of the streams and riparian 

zones is described above in Section 1.3. Restoring surface water function and cycling is 

important because it reduces risk of devastating floods that result in loss of life and property. It 

also allows water an opportunity to infiltrate down and recharge the aquifers. Finally, it allows 

native riparian habitats to flourish.  
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 Flood Mitigation 

Flood mitigation is the effort to reduce loss of life and property by reducing the impact of flood 

disasters (New Hampshire, 2021). Flood mitigation approaches are structural and nonstructural 

(NCSL, 2021). Structural forms of mitigation reduce harm and impact by reconstructing 

landscapes (NSCL, 2021). These include floodwalls, floodgates, levees, and evacuation routes. 

Nonstructural forms of mitigation reduce harm and impact by moving people and property out of 

higher risk areas (NSCL, 2021). These include property buyouts, permanent relocation, zoning, 

subdivision, and building codes. 

Flood mitigation for the Cobre Valley should include:  

1. Property buyouts 

2. Zoning and Building codes 

3. Floodwalls 

Many properties along Pinal Creek are built right into the flood zones. These properties have 

historically been at risk for flood hazards, but more now after the Telegraph Fire. The amount of 

money and effort spent on saving and rehabilitating these properties will rapidly eclipse the 

amount of money and effort spent on purchasing and retiring them. This is exemplified in a 

recent report that analyzed the full impact cost of the Schultz Fire in Flagstaff that burned 15,000 

acres in 2010. From an article published in 2019 in the Arizona Geological Survey e-Magazine 

(Arizona Geological Survey, 2019): 

Through analysis of Coconino County Assessor’s records, a survey of residents in 

the fire/flood impact area, and the perceived value of both endangered species 

habitat and human life, this study conservatively estimates the total impact of the 

Schultz Fire at between $133 million and $147 million. The major costs and 

drivers explored are the following: 

o Loss in personal wealth due to reduced property values: $59,353,523 

o Official expenditures of government agencies and utilities: $59,104,394 

o Destruction of habitat: $400,000–$14,200,000 
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o Loss of life: $6,000,000 

o Structural damage: $3,097,978 

o Cleanup: $1,825,127 

o Unpaid labor: $1,516,103 

o Armoring against flooding: $823,100 

o Fire evacuation costs: $223,572 

o Flood Insurance Premiums: $198,034 

In addition to property buyouts, rezoning and updating building codes are the next most 

important flood mitigation strategies communities can take to reduce the harm and impact of 

flood, especially post-fire floods. Many of the zoning and building codes in place now were 

established for the last century. With a changing climate and wildfires, these zoning and building 

codes are not up to the next levels of challenges, thereby leaving people and property at 

heightened risk for flood impacts. This will be a series of efforts that need to be undertaken 

through collaborative partnership with the county. These rezoning and building codes revisions 

should also include future scenario planning and climate change considerations to prepare for the 

next century of risks. 

Finally, in acknowledgement of the historical buildings and development in the Cobre Valley, an 

analysis of key historical buildings should be conducted and surveyed in relation to the flood 

zones, and flood walls or other flood mitigation structures should be constructed to preserve 

these buildings. The history of this area is vital to the identity and connection people have to 

their community and to one another. Protecting important historical places will help preserve 

these connections and this community.  

 Floodplain Restoration 

Floodplain restoration provides storage for flood waters during rain events, mitigates peak flows, 

helps recharge the groundwater, prevents erosion, and provides ecological and recreational 

benefits (Iowa Department of Natural Resources, 2018). Floodplain restoration is “the 

reestablishment of the structure and function of ecosystems and floodplains to return the 

ecosystem as closely as possible to its natural conditions and functions prior to being developed” 
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(FEMA, 2015). Ecosystems are naturally dynamic, so the restoration process seeks more to 

reestablish the general structure, function, and dynamic, self‐sustaining behavior of the 

ecosystem that would have been observed prior to development (FEMA 2015). Floodplains and 

streams, when in their natural functioning behavior, not only reduce the risk of floods but can 

also mitigate bank erosion and benefit local ecosystems (NSCL, 2021). Additionally, floodplains 

store stormwater runoff, which reduces the number of floods and their severity (NSCL, 2021).  

Floodplain restoration for the Cobre Valley should focus on: 

1. Invasive species and debris removal 

2. Bank shaping and bankfull benching 

3. Channel grading and stabilization 

Invasive species and debris removal are key to allowing flood waters to flow more easily and 

quickly away from people and property. Invasive species such as tamarisk, can take root in and 

along channels, and block floodwaters. The same goes for debris and trash. When flood waters 

are blocked from flowing down the stream, they will instead flow out of the stream and into 

adjacent properties, putting them at risk for flood damage. This should be the first step for 

floodplain restoration. 

Bank shaping and bank benching are techniques that reshape the channel and banks to be more 

natural, and subsequently self-sustaining during large runoff or flood events. Bank shaping 

grades the stream bank to “an angle that can sustain vegetation growth and maintain lateral 

stability” (Iowa Department of Natural Resources, 2018). “A bankfull bench is a flat area 

adjacent to the stream at bankfull elevation constructed to both create an area for flows above 

bankfull to spread out and dissipate energy and to provide an area to catch erosion from the 

adjacent bank or mass bank failures.” (Iowa Department of Natural Resources, 2018). “Analysis 

and design by a professional is necessary to determine the correct bankfull elevation and 

establish stable stream banks.” 

Channel grading and stabilization reconfigure the stream into a more natural, and self-sustaining 

geomorphological form. In a healthy stream, erosion plays an important role in creating habitat 

for stream-dwelling species (Ausable River Association, 2021). Streams can become destabilized 
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through a variety of means, including through the destruction of riparian zones (Minnesota 

Department of Natural Resources, 2010). Channel stabilization lessens the potential for 

excessive erosion or aggradation (sedimentation), and reestablishes the stream channel’s ability 

to regulate itself through flows.  

 Riparian Restoration 

Riparian restoration is often done in conjunction with floodplain restoration, often employing 

many of the same techniques. The delineation here aims to focus on ecological restoration of 

native species whereas floodplain restoration focuses on the mechanics of streams. Riparian 

zones near streams in the watershed provide important habitat for wildlife, help mitigate 

floodwaters, and prevent excessive erosion (U.S. Forest Service, 2004). The goal of riparian 

restoration is to reestablish ecological processes that will keep a riparian area naturally 

functioning with minimal need for human management thereafter (U.S. Forest Service, 2004). 

Riparian restoration will come in these forms: 

1. Invasive species and debris removal 

2. Native species reintroduction 

In addition to blocking flow, invasive species and debris also impact native vegetation by taking 

the scarce water and nutrients that native species, such as cottonwoods, rely on. By removing 

invasive species and debris, native plants have an opportunity to be reestablished and thrive. 

Native plants may need to be reintroduced to the riparian zones. 

All of the above strategies amount to restored and enhanced surface water function, and 

ultimately a restored and enhanced watershed.   

 Drought Preparedness, Drought Contingency Planning, and Water Supply Security 

Drought preparedness, drought contingency planning, and water supply security are three aspects 

of water security for the area. A more complete description of the impact of drought and the risk 

of limited water supplies is described above in Section 2.5. The Cobre Valley resides in a region 

that has historically been susceptible to drought and will be more susceptible to drought as a 

result of climate change impacts. In addition, the water supplies for the Cobre Valley are limited 
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to groundwater supplies, and these supplies are both declining and at risk. Actions to manage 

drought response and resiliency through preparedness, contingency planning, and water security 

will put the Cobre Valley in a much more secure place for water resources in the future. 

 Drought Preparedness and Contingency Planning 

Drought preparedness and contingency planning is essential for the resilience and continuation of 

the Cobre Valley communities. Brazos River Authority of Texas defines a drought contingency 

plan as “a strategy or combination of strategies for monitoring the progression of a drought and 

preparing a response to potential water supply shortages resulting from severe droughts or other 

water supply emergencies” (Brazos River Authority, 2021). Drought preparedness and 

contingency planning will come in these forms:  

1. Reduced per capita water consumption 

2. Additional water in storage 

3. Drought contingency plan 

Reduced per capita water consumption can be achieved through multiple 

engineered/technological strategies, as well as through public outreach and education campaigns. 

This section focuses on technological strategies assuming that for each effort, there is a corollary 

public outreach and education effort built into it. Planners, managers, and stakeholders should 

use any watershed or water resources-related effort as an additional opportunity to communicate 

with the public for enhanced watershed awareness as well as milestone tracking. The proposed 

per-capita water use reduction strategies are: 

● Low flow fixtures such as shower heads and faucets 

● Low flow toilets 

● Energy star washers and washing machines 

● Xeriscaping and rain gardens 

● Rainwater harvesting 

Low-flow fixtures and low-flow toilets have been shown to reduce per-capita water consumption 

in many other places around the country. Energy star appliances also reduce water consumption, 
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while performing well for consumers. The largest use of residential water is consistently 

landscape irrigation. The water used on landscapes is treated to the same level as water for 

drinking and showering, since all this water is delivered through the same meter. As such, people 

are paying for levels of treatment and delivery they don’t necessarily need for outdoor use. 

Encouraging xeriscaping reduces the need for outdoor irrigation as native plants generally 

consume less water. Installing rainwater harvesting features as well as recontouring yards to 

capture rainfall and runoff effectively replace delivered water with rainwater. This saves 

residents money, and saves the water utility money and water. This saved water can be left in the 

aquifer or left in storage tanks for future use or emergencies. 

Additional Water in storage is important for drought preparedness as it presents savings for the 

not-so-rainy days. This can be achieved through: 

● More storage tanks 

● Reducing demand 

Additional storage tanks provide an opportunity to keep pumped water available for use in times 

of need such as drought or fire. Production wells cannot pump water at the rate that it is used, 

and storage tanks fill the gap between supply and demand disparities. Having more water in 

storage tanks creates a bigger buffer for bigger gaps in the future. Furthermore, reducing demand 

effectively allows more water to remain in storage, rather than be consumed. Demand reduction 

at the residential level is discussed above with proposed technologies such as low flow fixtures 

and xeriscaping. Demand reduction at the industrial and agricultural scale will require different 

technological and managerial approaches, as well as strong relationships with local industry and 

ranches. These approaches may revolve around evaporation reduction strategies, and reuse 

opportunities.  

Drought contingency planning is imperative to the resiliency of communities that are at risk for 

drought and the water resources impacted thereof. This planning can include defined drought 

thresholds for management decisions, approved management decisions, and clear processes to 

follow to maintain the resiliency and water security of a region through a drought. This allows 
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planners to be proactive and thoughtful before an emergency, rather than reactive. Proactive 

plans tend to save money and time. Drought contingency planning can be supported by: 

USBOR Drought Contingency Planning Grants 

From the USBOR Drought Planning website: 

Reclamation will provide financial assistance on a competitive basis for applicants to 

develop a drought contingency plan or to update an existing plan to meet the required 

elements described in the Drought Response Framework. 

Most drought contingency planning processes are structured to address the three 

following questions: 

• How will we recognize the next drought in the early stages? 

• How will drought affect us? 

• How can we protect ourselves from the next drought? 

The planning process is structured to help planners answer these three questions and to 

encourage an open and inclusive planning effort that employs a proactive approach to 

build long-term resiliency to drought. 

Drought Resiliency Projects Grants 

From the USBOR Drought Resiliency Projects website: 

Drought Resiliency can be defined as the capacity of a community to cope with and 

respond to drought. Under this element of the program, Reclamation will provide funding 

for projects that will help communities prepare for and respond to drought. Typically, 

these types of projects are referred to as "mitigation actions" in a drought contingency 

plan. 

Reclamation will fund projects that will build resiliency to drought by: 

• Increasing the reliability of water supplies 

• Improving water management 

https://www.usbr.gov/drought/planning.html
https://www.usbr.gov/drought/projects.html
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• Providing benefits for fish and wildlife and the environment 

 Water Supply Augmentation for Added Water Security 

The communities of the Cobre Valley must plan for loss of their original production wells, 

wildfires and subsequent debris flows, population growth, and prolonged droughts. A diverse 

water supply portfolio allows planners to shift water production between different sources to 

continue to meet their supply obligations. 

Water supply augmentation is costly, but the alternative of running out of water is disastrous for 

the community. Typically, when communities run out of water, whether by natural disaster, 

broken systems, contamination, or other issues, local governments respond by importing water 

by tanker, bottled water, or both. This is a very expensive course of action. Over time, the cost of 

importing water will eclipse the cost of a new water supply project. 

The first, and most important step in water supply projects is to completely inventory all current 

water supplies and their delivery methods. This will require absolute transparency, meetings with 

water suppliers, and field reconnaissance to verify data. This inventory can be facilitated by the 

CVWP and help the Cobre Valley communities begin the water supply augmentation planning 

process by laying out exactly what is needed for future grant applications. An inventory also 

reveals where system efficiencies and improvements are needed and can be rolled into additional 

projects and their respective grant applications. 

Water supply security is a combination of protecting water supplies as well as having a diverse portfolio 

of water supplies should any source be negatively impacted or compromised through natural or 

manmade impacts. Water supply security is an important factor for both the City of Globe, and the 

greater Cobre Valley to consider for the longevity of the communities. Current supply wells in the 

Cutter Basin are experiencing rapid water level decline, and potential development in the Cutter Basin 

may impact these wells further. Water supplies for the Cobre Valley will need to be augmented. Below 

are five potential water supply projects to consider, along with their groundwater or surface water 

designations. Groundwater and surface water are regulated differently in Arizona and will come with 

different associated costs and challenges. All large water supply projects require considerable time and 

budgets for planning, feasibility studies, and implementation.   
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1. Install new production well(s) in Cutter Basin (groundwater) 

2. Install new Production well(s) in tributary canyon to Pinal Creek, near fairgrounds, or 

just west of Hwy 77 (groundwater) 

3. Gain access and responsibility for Old Dominion Mine Production well (groundwater) 

4. Install spring boxes in upper portions of canyons in the Pinal Mountains (surface water) 

5. Import water from Roosevelt Lake or the Salt River (surface water) 

These water supply projects are described in further detail below: 

1. Install new production well(s) in Cutter Basin (groundwater) 

A new well in the Cutter Basin would need to be drilled relatively deep (~800ft +), and likely 

would need to be drilled further east than the current well field to ensure production longevity. 

This will require careful, thoughtful negotiations with the San Carlos Apache Nation and will 

likely require concessions. The estimated cost for a new well needs to accommodate for permits, 

construction materials, development and testing, design and modifications, and other factors that 

will be site and well dependent. Additional costs for operations and maintenance will need to be 

considered for the lifetime of the well including energy costs, water quality costs, replacing 

pumps, and potentially scrubbing the casing for mineral buildup over time.  

2. New Production well in tributary canyon to Pinal Creek, near fairgrounds, or just west of 

Hwy 77 (groundwater) 

A new well would need to be drilled into a section of aquifer that has a good saturated thickness. 

The estimated cost for a new well needs to accommodate for permits, construction materials, 

development and testing, design and modifications, and other factors that will be site and well 

dependent. Additional costs for operations and maintenance will need to be considered for the 

lifetime of the well including energy costs, water quality costs, replacing pumps, and potentially 

scrubbing the casing for mineral buildup over time. The permits for this well would initially go 

through the forest service, and then through ADWR. 

3. Gaining access and responsibility for Old Dominion Mine Production well (groundwater) 

Old Dominion Mine is currently not in operation, and subsequently does not have a need for 

production water. This does not necessarily mean BHP would cede control of this production 
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well. However, there may be an opportunity to share cost and share responsibility for operating 

and maintaining the well in exchange for water supply purposes. There may also be an 

opportunity to pump water from the well and store it in tanks to be used later, depending on what 

kind of access and sharing potential is available. This would require careful negotiation and 

many talks with BHP representatives over a long period of time. Costs and timing are unknown 

as this has not been done before. 

4. Spring Boxes in upper portions of canyons in the Pinal Mountains (surface water) 

Spring box water collection systems can be used to fill storage tanks over the long term and the 

water captured can be used for both municipal and firefighting purposes. The cost of the project 

would depend largely on the permitting process and the size of the tank since they would be 

located on USFS land. Spring boxes require excavation of a stream bed, infilling with gravel, and 

installing pipes to a tank. These are not typical projects the USFS undertakes, and therefore the 

project will require an environmental review which will increase timing and cost. This project 

type would also require including SRP from the onset, and likely finding other potential trade-

offs to bring to the table. Cost and timing are unknown at this point. 

 

Figure 7. Layout of a spring water collection area (Smet and Wijk, 2002) 

5. Water from Roosevelt Lake or the Salt River (surface water) 

This project would require both negotiations with SRP as well as a very robust budget to pipe 

and pump water from the lake and/or the Salt River. While cost and timing are unknown at this 

point, it may be safe to assume cost will be high and implementation will take a long time. 
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Any of these projects will require long-term planning and large budgets to accomplish. The most 

feasible water supply project is likely a new well in a tributary to Pinal Creek (number 2 

recommendation). The least feasible project is likely importing water from the Salt River or 

Roosevelt Lake (number 5 recommendation). However, all of these projects should be 

considered if the communities in the Cobre Valley are to pursue a more diverse water supply 

portfolio with longevity and redundancy built-in to the system.   

 Meeting Current Conditions 

The current watershed conditions are overlapping in many ways, and add complexity in 

management and decision-making. However, this overlapping complexity also provides an 

opportunity for multi-faceted benefits from restoration efforts. The current conditions of the 

watershed can generally be summarized as the following: 

● Wildfire-impacted vegetation and soils adversely impact infiltration and recharge to the 

aquifers. 

● Groundwater levels in aquifers are declining. 

● Shallow groundwater is contaminated from historical mining activity. 

● Surface waters are impacted by less runoff and more invasive species.  

● Native ecology is impacted by all of the above.  

The priorities outlined in Section 3.2.1 have been selected to meet these current watershed 

conditions.  

 Projected Benefits 

The projected benefits for pursuing the priorities are the following: 

● Reduced wildfire risk 

● Reduced flood risk 

● Improved water cycling 

● Enhanced recharge and water in storage 

● Improved native ecology that improve ecosystem services 
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Through fire restoration efforts, the wildfire-impacted vegetation and soils will have an 

opportunity to be restored and subsequently increase infiltration and recharge to the aquifers. 

This will subsequently have the effect of raising groundwater levels over time. Restoration will 

reduce destructive runoff and soil erosion. Through flood mitigation, floodplain restoration and 

riparian restoration efforts, the surface waters and native ecology will have an opportunity to 

rebound and flourish. Through drought preparedness and water supply security efforts, the 

groundwater levels will be more protected for a longer period of time. Improved watersheds  

improve livelihoods, ecology, and health for all. 

 Watershed Action Plan Implementation – Phase 2 

Phase 1, as described in Section 1.2.3 above, was focused primarily on establishing the Cobre 

Valley Watershed Partnership with by-laws, leadership, a non-profit status, a presence in the 

community, and this watershed action plan. Phase 2 is focused on implementing actions and 

strategies identified in Phase 1. The most immediate priorities for watershed restoration are 

identified and described in Section 2.2.2 above. They are: 

1. Fire restoration and preparedness 

2. Flood mitigation, floodplain restoration, and riparian restoration 

3. Drought Preparedness and Water Supply Security 

 Integrative Management Guide 

If this watershed action plan has not already made it clear, the watershed is a whole system, with 

overlapping functions, processes, and beneficiaries. As such, all planning efforts and 

management work conducted in the watershed must be collaborative and integrated to prevent 

unintended consequences, duplicated efforts, and wasted resources.  

An Integrated Watershed Management Approach is described as a sustainable development 

approach to improve land and water management (San Bernardino County Stormwater Program, 

2011). This methodology should be used for any planning efforts that are intended to coexist 

with and complement the local environment and ecosystem. As described above, the 

communities in the Cobre Valley are at the Wildland-Urban Interface (WUI), and are already 
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coexisting with the local environment. An integrated approach to watershed restoration and 

projects is one that adds watershed management concepts to existing efforts, and also 

incorporates other efforts into watershed projects and work. Effectively, current and future 

planning efforts should be inclusive of water resources and watershed concepts, as described 

with the top priorities in Section 2.2.2 above.   

Natural resources, fire restoration, and fire prevention efforts should consider inter-agency 

collaboration between the USFS, BLM, State of Arizona, SRP, and the local municipalities for a 

top-down or cause-and-effect approach. This means that any efforts undertaken in the currently 

burned, and future-managed areas of the upper watershed should include emergency 

management, land-use planning, and local stakeholders in the lower reaches of the watershed. 

The impacts of any work in the upper watershed will be felt in the lower reaches, and 

subsequently should be inclusive of stakeholders that will be directly impacted.  

Land-use planning efforts should consider both the historical value of properties, as well as the 

future rehabilitation and management of active stream channels, banks, and floodplains in order 

to enhance the local community as well as protect life and property. Incorporating walkable 

spaces, connected spaces, the historical society, and watershed restoration work is a way to 

overlap efforts and resources to the benefit of the community and the watershed. This would 

bring together individuals from the historical society, the towns and cities, and the natural 

resources entities for greater impact.  

All public spaces and recreation infrastructure should incorporate water resources management 

principles and education to encourage public attention and engagement at every opportunity. 

This would look like stormwater routing and capture to irrigate the pocket parks and other public 

spaces that are characteristic of the Cobre Valley communities, along with educational signs. 

This would look like rainwater harvesting on public buildings and signs to teach people about 

ways they can incorporate these features onto their homes. This would look like trail designs and 

construction that focus on soil erosion prevention, runoff capture, and educational signs 

explaining the relationships to the watershed.  
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Effectively, everywhere the water touches is an opportunity for integrated planning and effort for 

both greater impact and efficient use of resources. Current planning efforts are already underway 

with recreation planning, community beautification planning, and fire prevention planning. It 

would take considerably less effort to incorporate watershed projects and actions into these 

existing efforts than to create standalone watershed efforts. All planning should be developed 

through an open process to include multiple stakeholders in order to encompass the watershed 

and communities as a whole.  

 Restoration Projects 

The proposed projects from stakeholder input span a multitude of priorities and facets of the 

watershed important to the local community. All of these projects have watershed impact, and 

can be readily linked to the CVWP Goals, Mission, and Vision in Section 1.2.2.6. The complete 

list of stakeholder-suggested projects is in the Appendix 1. The list of projects represents a 

snapshot in time of stakeholder input, priorities, and watershed conditions. This list should be 

updated regularly to include new input and ideas from stakeholders. Additionally, as projects are 

implemented in the watershed, new pathways to watershed enhancement will become apparent, 

and should be added to this list as part of the adaptive management approach.  

The respective roadmaps for these projects are also in Appendix 1. The roadmaps are tables that 

will help stakeholders, community members, and leaders to design and apply for grant money for 

these projects. A description of how to use the roadmaps for future projects and work is also 

included in Appendix 1. Any member of the community can take a page and build their project 

with the listed project steps/tasks and milestones for success. 

The top projects to support the identified priorities are: 

● Fuels management in the upper watershed through timber thinning and prescribed burns 

● Pinal Creek Floodplain Restoration between Community Center and Connie's Bridge 

● Gila-Pueblo Campus Fire-Wising and Rainwater Harvesting Class and Project 

● Low-Flow Fixtures Public Campaign 
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The selected projects have the most impact for the resources, already have support and cursory 

planning efforts in place, and have the most collaboration potential among jurisdictions and 

stakeholders. Additionally, there are existing avenues of funding available that are specifically 

focused on these types of projects. This is all to say that these top projects are more ready for 

planning and implementation, and stakeholders can, and should, get started on them today.  

3.3. Long-Term Funding Recommendations 

The watershed priorities and projects in this plan still require additional funding in order to be 

implemented. Additional sources of funding may likely come in the form of: 

● Developing a local funding mechanism among stakeholders such as fees or dues or 

membership fees. 

● USBOR grants for Phase 2 work 

● USBOR grants for specific projects (See above) 

● State funding 

● Freeport Community Grants 

● United Fund of Gila County 

● Other funding sources as they are identified 

All of these funding sources require concerted effort and time to write grant applications, and 

then considerable time to facilitate implementation, funds management, milestones tracking, and 

subsequent public outreach and education.  

The watershed restoration priorities and top projects identified above cannot be implemented 

without a concerted effort and champion for the watershed. This plan strongly recommends Gila 

County create a water resources professional job position to help foster not only the CVWP, but 

also other areas and communities in the county who are facing similar watershed challenges. 

Watershed and water resources work needs to be comprehensive and consistent, much in the 

same way that a watershed perspective needs to be comprehensive and present in local 

discussions. A county-level water resources professional could approach the recommendations of 

this watershed action plan in that more comprehensive and consistent manner. Additional 

reasons for this recommendation are the following: 
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● A centralized person can be the main point of contact for water resources issues and 

efforts 

● A county level position would show county level support for water resources 

management and watershed work. 

● Administrative funding would be covered, and the CVWP would not have to rely on 

intermittent grant money to keep someone on staff for the constant flow of work water 

resources need. Additionally, many grants do not allow for money to be spent on 

administrative duties.  

● Watershed work and projects still need the benefit of grant money to be implemented. A 

dedicated individual would have the time and security to develop the projects, write 

grants, and implement them.  

● Successfully implemented projects and work would be more easily transferable to other 

locations in  the county that are experiencing water insecurity and degraded watershed 

conditions. Developed plans could more quickly be tailored and applied to help more 

county residents, thereby shoring up the county water resources as a whole. 

● A dedicated county employee would be able to directly report to the board of supervisors, 

as well as to the CVWP Board on progress, and receive direct feedback. This would 

eliminate bureaucratic hurdles and allow more work to be done more quickly. 

Additionally, a county level position focused on water resources would allow the water resource 

manager to integrate with the community locally, and focus directly on watershed needs, 

challenges, and opportunities with the community as a whole. 

 Tracking Benefits, Tracking Milestones 

The CVWP, with its ambitious scope and scale, needs to maintain measurable milestones and 

celebrate successful implementations. Continuous monitoring of progress in key metrics helps 

keep overlapping projects organized, efficient, and on track. Periodic acknowledgement of 

tangible benefits improves community and stakeholder morale, and encourages continued 

engagement. 
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A top-level view of completed, current, and planned projects is maintained to quickly provide 

stakeholders and interested parties’ insights into big picture planning. Each project has 

predefined milestones to track against, allowing all parties involved to report against progress 

made and plan for key upcoming activities. 

Most important of all, the accomplishments and benefits of the CVWP will be articulated, 

communicated, and celebrated. Many people and groups invest much of their time, resources, 

and emotions into these initiatives. Socializing the positive outcomes of this work, with 

stakeholders and the community at large, ensures continued enthusiasm and paves the way for 

ongoing collaboration. 

Phase 1 work and milestones are summarized in this watershed action plan in Section 1.2.2, and 

hopefully provide a cursory foundation of success that readers of this plan want to build upon. 

The structure and basic administrative functions are there. To continue the work, one only needs 

to pick up this plan and start talking to people.  

 

 

Special Recognition 

It cannot be stated emphatically enough that the Cobre Valley Watershed Partnership would not 

exist, much less be as successful as it is without the foundational work and continued effort by 

Ashley Hullinger of the Water Resources Research Center. These efforts have been summarized 

in Section 1 of this Action Plan, however the significance of this work, much less the amount of 

effort it required, is not adequately reflected in the summary. This Action Plan along with Phase 

1 work funded by USBOR have only been one chapter in the timeline of water resources work, 

stakeholder engagement activities, and collaboration focused efforts in the Cobre Valley by 

Ashley Hullinger, and the unwavering, continued commitment to the area from the WRRC. 
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Introduction 

The projects listed here have been proposed throughout Phase 1 of the Watershed Partnership 

Work. These projects are intended to begin being implemented in Phase 2 and beyond. These 

projects represent the interests and concerns of local stakeholders, and align with many of the 

stated goals of other governing bodies in the region. This list is not exhaustive, nor are the 

projects solely intended to be implemented as described here. An element of flexibility is 

required for all projects, especially when there are multiple stakeholders partnering for the 

success of a project. 

Roadmap User Guide 

The roadmaps have been developed to expand on the project ideas, and lay out the high-level key 

elements required for any project design, or grant application. The project type is listed at the top 

of the page, and is followed by more specific projects. Most projects have space for an estimated 

cost, but do not currently have costs included as they have not been developed that far. It is 

important to note that may projects may be very costly, and may not meet grant opportunities. In 

this case, stakeholders are encouraged to break the project into phases, and apply for funding on 

a phased approach. This also helps with future grant applications to build on previous success. 

These elements are all shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Roadmap Title, Project Descriptions, and Estimated Costs 

Next, there are the listed key partners that may potentially be able to co-apply for funding or 

assist with project implementation. Below that list is a secondary partner list that includes other 

stakeholders that may potentially be interested in being involved. Levels of involvement can 

range from enthusiasm to full-on co-planning and collaboration. Neither list is exhaustive, and 

project leads should be open to additional stakeholder partnerships. This is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Key Partners and Potential Additional Partners List 

Next to the Key Partners list are the outlined Action Plan, Milestones, and Must-Haves for the 

project, shown in Figure 3. The Action Plan is a list of general steps to take in order to 

implement the project. These can be expanded upon during design and/or grant application. The 

Project Milestones are helpful for designing the timing and progress of the project as it goes. 

This is important for several grant applications. Finally, the Must-Haves section focuses on 

specific deliverables that help implement the project along the way. Again, these steps, 

milestones, and must-haves are not exhaustive, and can be expanded upon. They serve as a guide 

to start developing the project, and to help stakeholders have focus along the way.  

 

Figure 3. Action Plan Steps, Milestones for Timeline-Building, and Must-Haves for Interim Deliverables 

An important component of any project is how it will get funded. There are a list of 

organizations or grant opportunities in the roadmaps, along with links to the websites where they 

can be found as shown in Figure 4. Stakeholders interested in implementing projects should 

contact the organizations for these funds and talk more about their work, the purposes of the 
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grant funds, and ways the two can align. Often times a grant opportunity has certain constraints 

that projects do not fit neatly into, but can be modified to still accomplish the goals of the 

projects while meeting the constraints of the grant.  

 

Figure 4. Funding Organizations and Grant Links 

Finally, the roadmaps show the CVWP goals that align with the project, as shown in Figure 5. 

The goals are broad, and easily applicable to many different types of projects. However, these 

are listed to help support the project with the CVWP.  

 

Figure 5. CVWP Goals that align with the project 

The intention of these roadmaps is for stakeholders to take a page, and run with it. Use the notes 

section, write on the back, and get these projects going. The success of the Watershed Action 

Plan is entirely dependent on the level of engagement and collaboration among stakeholders in 

the area. So, go! 

 

 

 

 

 



Group Project Short Description

Pinal Creek Trail Siting, planning, surveying, and constructing a demonstration trail, approximately 0.5-1 mile in length along Pinal Creek.

Bike & Pedestrian Pathway through downtowns Painting bike pathways through downtown. 

Signage for existing bikeways Creating signage for cyclists through town and connecting to trails nearby.

Miner's Steps Revamping a section of a small urban wash in Globe to hold some water temporarily for recreation.

Round Mountain Park and Master recreation plan Master recreation plan with recreation team. Create stormwater harvesting features and educational signage.

Community Lake and walking trails Community lake north of country club with reclaimed water. Construct trails, ramadas, benches, exercise stations. Opportunity for educational outreach.

Pipeline Trail rehabilitation Work with USFS to rehabilitate trail in upper portions of the watershed. Help educate community about erosion controls and forest health.

USFS New Trail Connector trail closer to town. Implement stormwater catchment basins and growing more shade.

USFS on-site wastewater system inspections and rehab Work with USFS to address septic systems that need repair .

Closing illegal OHV routes and rehabilitating the forest Work with USFS to close illegal OHV routes and rehabilitate old routes to improve forest health.

Target Shooting Working with USFS to develop plan for new public range in order to reduce shooting in washes.  Reduce trash and erosion in washes.

Timber Management Utilizing logging where appropriate to reduce fuel load for wildfires.

Forest Thinning Work with USFS to locate strategic thinning areas and collaborate among stakeholders to fund thinning.

Tree Planting & Urban Forestry Plant more trees wherever possible. Preferably with stormwater catchment for self-watering ability. Consider maintenance plan to go with.

Repair existing pathways/ add Green Infrastructure Repair existing pathways and find ways to add water harvesting features and native plants.

Empty Lots for Stormwater Working with city and county officials to transform empty lots into stormwater management and opportunity spots for native plants and mini-park concepts.

Class/Club at Community College Customizing a preexisting class from Eastern Arizona College to Gila Community College. Working with instructors and students to form a club dedicated to watershed interests.

Xeriscaping Workshops Inviting experienced xeriscapers to teach about planting native landscapes. Partner with nurseries for local impact.

GCC xeriscaping demo site Work with GCC staff to thin overgrown demonstration site and install passive rainwater harvesting with native landscaping. Educational signage, workshops.

Water Festival Participation Educational outreach with local students.

Watershed Field Trips Creating watershed field trips to educate citizens about watershed features and opportunities for new or continued action. Bring lunch.

Public Speakers Inviting technical and policy experts to inspire stakeholders and public. 

Gila County Rural Well Owner Network Hosting well owner education workshops with basic water screening; model after TX A&M program. Partner with health department.

Rainwater Harvesting Demo Sites Find accessible locations to install rainwater harvesting with educational signage.  

Bus Stop Rainwater Harvesting Install mini rainwater harvesting projects on bus stops with educational signage and planters with native species.

Data Collection Collecting local water data (GW levels, quality) and create open database.

Citizen Science/MultiPoint Data Collectors Working with citizen scientists to collect and record data around the Cobre Valley. Compiling this data for future use.

Riparian Corridor Restoration Remove trash from riparian corridor, remove invasive species.

Upper riparian corridor restoration Work with USFS to rehabilitate riparian corridors by removing overgrowth, closing illegal routes, and restoring native vegetation.

10 Community Pool Support City of Globe in all efforts to rehabilitate and reopen community pool. Consider including water saving methods and water education.

Water supply augmentation project development Work with decision-makers to diversify water supply portfolio, bolster fire-fighting capability, and improve water pressure in community.

Water Conservation Investment Improve aging pipes and booster plants, incentivize low‐flow toilets, fixtures, and appliances, incentivize xeriscaping, conduct water audits.

CVWP Internship Program Create internship program to foster next generation of leadership in community.

CVWP Volunteer Program Boost citizen science program, be able to be present at more outreach events, model after other volunteer programs in state.

List of Project Ideas

7

12

11

9
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6

1

2

5

4

3
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Projects Type:

Project Examples & 
Descriptions

Estimated Cost TBD
Project Milestones to Completion

Business partners United Fund

Gila Community College FMI Community Investment Fund

Globe School District IMBA Grants

Miami School District AZ State Parks Recreation Grants

Notes: 

Freeport McMoRan

BHP

Gila County IDA

6. Combine and share both knowledge and resources under guiding philosophies for collective impact

7. Education of the public and decision‐makers to increase awareness and motivate action

CVWP Goals:

https://azstateparks.com/grants/

2. Expand management practices of land to better utilize storm water flows and quality

3. Set framework for private‐public partnerships for long‐term water supply resilience

4. Explore feasibility of matching water quality to use

5. Foster ecological stewardship to preserve, enhance, and manage natural resources for resilience, adaptation, and restoration

Potential Additional 
Partners:

Potential Funding 
(non‐exhaustive):

https://www.ufglobemiami.com/

https://www.freeportinmycommunity.com/pages/community‐investment‐funds

https://www.imba.com/trails‐for‐all/trail‐accelerator‐grants

5. Create work plan and timeline with key partners (site acquisition, survey, detailed 
shovel‐ready plan, ground‐breaking, construction, sign‐making/installation, 
inspection, opening)

Must Have
Site commitment/agreements
Funding
Site Survey
Work Plan
Construction Contracts/Commitments

6. Develop Budget, Write Grants/Procure Funding

7. Follow Timeline to construct
8. Open!

Urban Recreation Trails

‐Pinal Creek Trail: Siting, planning, surveying, and constructing a demonstration trail, approximately 0.5‐1 mile in length along Pinal Creek.
‐Bike & Pedestrian Pathways through Downtowns: Creating and Painting bike pathways through downtown. 
‐Signage for existing bikeways: Creating signage for cyclists through town and connecting to trails nearby.
‐Round Mountain Park and Master recreation plan: Master recreation plan with recreation team. Create stromwater harvesting features and educational signage.
‐Miner's Steps: Revamping a section of a small urban wash in Globe to hold some water temporarily for recreation.
‐Community Lake and walking trails: Community lake north of country club with reclaimed water. Construct trails, ramadas, benches, exercise stations. Opportunity for 
edcucational outreach.

Action Plan
1. Meet/communciate with key partners ‐List of Sites with analysis

‐Site visits
‐Site rankings
‐Site selection (with consensus)
‐Timeline
‐Following timline
‐Trail construction
‐Trail opening

2. Create list of potential sites, list pros/cons, anylize access (parking, distance to 
trail from parking, multi‐user potential), research existing infrastructure, describe 
costs, describe administrative steps to acquire/access site

3. Visit sites with key partners

4. Rank and select sites based on feasibilty (access, cost, ease of administrative 
procedures, and Key Partner consensus

***Important to note these projects can be tackled in phases to meet funding.***
Key Partners

City of Globe Economic Development Office

UA Extension

USFS
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Projects Type:

Project Examples & 
Descriptions

Estimated Cost TBD
Project Milestones to Completion

Business partners United Fund

Gila Community College FMI Community Investment Fund

Globe School District IMBA Grants

Miami School District AZ State Parks Recreation Grants

Notes: 

USFS Recreation Trails

‐Pipeline Trail rehabilitation: Work  to rehabilitate trail in upper portions of the watershed. Help educate community about erosion controls and forest health.
‐New Trail/New Trail System (Post‐Telegraph Fire): Develop connector trail closer to urban areas. Reimagine Pinal Mountains trails post‐fire. Implement erosion control, 
stormwater catchment basins, and grow more shade.

Action Plan
1. Meet/communciate with key partners ‐List of Sites with analysis

‐Site visits
‐Site rankings
‐Site selection (with consensus)
‐Timeline
‐Following timline
‐Trail construction
‐Trail opening

2. Create list of potential sites, list pros/cons, anylize access (parking, distance to 
trail from parking, multi‐user potential), research existing infrastructure, describe 
costs, describe administrative steps to acquire/access site

3. Visit sites with key partners

4. Rank and select sites based on feasibilty (access, cost, ease of administrative 
procedures, and Key Partner consensus

***Important to note these projects can be tackled in phases to meet funding.***
Key Partners
USFS

UA Extension

Gila County IDA

BHP

Freeport McMoRan

City of Globe Economic Development Office

https://azstateparks.com/grants/

5. Create work plan and timeline with key partners (site acquisition, survey, detailed 
shovel‐ready plan, ground‐breaking, construction, sign‐making/installation, 
inspection, opening)

Must Have
Site commitment/agreements
Funding
Site Survey
Work Plan
Construction Contracts/Commitments

6. Develop Budget, Write Grants/Procure Funding

7. Follow Timeline to construct

8. Open!

CVWP Goals: 1. Revise existing water budget with updated data and information

2. Expand management practices of land to better utilize storm water flows and quality

3. Set framework for private‐public partnerships for long‐term water supply resilience

4. Explore feasibility of matching water quality to use

5. Foster ecological stewardship to preserve, enhance, and manage natural resources for resilience, adaptation, and restoration

6. Combine and share both knowledge and resources under guiding philosophies for collective impact

7. Education of the public and decision‐makers to increase awareness and motivate action

Potential Additional 
Partners:

Potential Funding 
(non‐exhaustive):

https://www.ufglobemiami.com/

https://www.freeportinmycommunity.com/pages/community-investment-funds

https://www.imba.com/trails-for-all/trail-accelerator-grants

CVWP Watershed Action Plan



Projects Type:

Project Examples & 
Descriptions

Estimated Cost TBD
Project Milestones to Completion

Business partners United Fund

FMI Community Investment Fund

AZ State Parks Recreation Grants

USDA

Hunting groups

Local Ranchers and/or Cattleman's Assoc.

2. Expand management practices of land to better utilize storm water flows and quality

Notes: 

Freeport McMoRan

City of Globe Economic Development Office

Local Ranchers

Local homeowners

7. Follow Timeline to work

8. Complete work

5. Create work plan and timeline with key partners (site acquisition, survey, detailed 
actionable plan)

Must Have
Site commitment/agreements
Funding
Site Survey
Work Plan
Construction Contracts/Commitments

6. Develop Budget, Write Grants/Procure Funding

https://www.azcattlegrowers.org/ranchers‐near‐you‐gila

https://www.azcattlegrowers.org/

https://www.fs.usda.gov/working‐with‐us/grants

https://www.rmef.org/grant‐programs/

CVWP Goals:

3. Set framework for private‐public partnerships for long‐term water supply resilience

5. Foster ecological stewardship to preserve, enhance, and manage natural resources for resilience, adaptation, and restoration

6. Combine and share both knowledge and resources under guiding philosophies for collective impact

7. Education of the public and decision‐makers to increase awareness and motivate action

Potential Additional 
Partners:

Potential Funding 
(non‐exhaustive):

https://www.ufglobemiami.com/

https://www.freeportinmycommunity.com/pages/community‐investment‐funds

https://azstateparks.com/grants/

USFS Miscellaneous Projects

‐On‐site Wastewater systems inspections and rehab: Work with USFS to address septic systems that need repair to improve shallow groundwater quality.
‐Closing illegal OHV routes and rehabilitating the forest: Work with USFS to close illegal OHV routes and rehabilitate old routes to improve forest health.
‐Target Shooting: Working with USFS to develop plan for new public range in order to reduce shooting in washes.  Reduce trash and erosion in washes.

Action Plan
1. Meet/communciate with key partners ‐List of Sites with analysis

‐Site visits
‐Site rankings
‐Site selection (with consensus)
‐Timeline
‐Following timline
‐Complete work/phase

2. Create list  sites, list pros/cons, research existing infrastructure, describe costs, 
describe administrative steps to acquire/access site
3. Visit sites with key partners

4. Rank and select sites based on feasibilty and work phasing (access, cost, ease of 
administrative procedures, and Key Partner consensus

***Important to note these projects can be tackled in phases to meet funding.***

USFS

UA Extension

Gila County IDA

BHP

Key Partners
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Projects Type:

Project Examples & 
Descriptions

Estimated Cost TBD
Project Milestones to Completion

Business partners FMI Community Investment Fund

AZ State Parks Recreation Grants

AZ DFFM

AZ DFFM Landscape Restoration

USDA

Hunting groups

Local Ranchers and/or Cattleman's Assoc.

2. Expand management practices of land to better utilize storm water flows and quality

Notes: 

CVWP Goals:

3. Set framework for private‐public partnerships for long‐term water supply resilience

5. Foster ecological stewardship to preserve, enhance, and manage natural resources for resilience, adaptation, and restoration

6. Combine and share both knowledge and resources under guiding philosophies for collective impact

7. Education of the public and decision‐makers to increase awareness and motivate action

https://dffm.az.gov/grants/hazard‐fuels/mitigation

https://dffm.az.gov/grants/landscape‐scale‐restoration‐grants

Potential Additional 
Partners:

Potential Funding 
(non‐exhaustive):

https://www.freeportinmycommunity.com/pages/community‐investment‐funds

https://azstateparks.com/grants/

https://www.fs.usda.gov/working‐with‐us/grants

https://www.rmef.org/grant‐programs/

https://www.azcattlegrowers.org/

https://www.azcattlegrowers.org/ranchers‐near‐you‐gila

Local Ranchers
5. Create work plan and timeline with key partners (surveys, detailed actionable 
plan)

Must Have
Site commitment/agreements
Funding
Site Survey
Work Plan
Contracts/Commitments

6. Develop Budget, Write Grants/Procure Funding

7. Follow Timeline to work

8. Complete work

USFS Forest Fuels Management

‐Forest Fuels Management: Work with USFS to locate strategic thinning areas and collaborate among stakeholders to reduce fuel load for wildfires.

***Important to note these projects can be tackled in phases to meet funding.***
Key Partners Action Plan

USFS
1. Meet/communciate with key partners ‐List of Sites with analysis

‐Site visits
‐Site rankings
‐Site selection (with consensus)
‐Timeline
‐Following timline
‐Complete work/phase

Gila County
2. Create list  sites, list pros/cons

BHP
3. Visit sites with key partners

Freeport McMoRan
4. Rank and select sites based on feasibilty and work phasing (access, cost, ease of 
administrative procedures, and key ecological benefits
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Projects Type:

Project Examples & 
Descriptions

Estimated Cost TBD
Project Milestones to Completion

Business partners United Fund

Gila Community College FMI Community Investment Fund

Globe School District AZ State Parks Recreation Grants

Miami School District AZ DFFM

Globe Farmer's Market AZ DFFM Landscape Restoration

Notes: 

City of Globe Economic Development Office

Gila County IDA

Globe‐Miami Chamber of Commerce

UA Extension

BHP

Freeport McMoRan

https://dffm.az.gov/grants/hazard‐fuels/mitigation

https://dffm.az.gov/grants/landscape‐scale‐restoration‐grants

CVWP Goals: 1. Revise existing water budget with updated data and information

2. Expand management practices of land to better utilize storm water flows and quality

3. Set framework for private‐public partnerships for long‐term water supply resilience

4. Explore feasibility of matching water quality to use

5. Foster ecological stewardship to preserve, enhance, and manage natural resources for resilience, adaptation, and restoration

6. Combine and share both knowledge and resources under guiding philosophies for collective impact

7. Education of the public and decision‐makers to increase awareness and motivate action

Potential Additional 
Partners:

Potential Funding 
(non‐exhaustive):

https://www.ufglobemiami.com/

https://www.freeportinmycommunity.com/pages/community‐investment‐funds

https://azstateparks.com/grants/

5. Create work plan and timeline with key partners (site acquisition, survey, detailed 
shovel‐ready plan, ground‐breaking, construction, sign‐making/installation, 
inspection)

Must Have
Site commitment/agreements
Funding
Site Survey
Work Plan
Construction Contracts/Commitments

6. Develop Budget, Write Grants/Procure Funding

7. Follow Timeline to construct

8. Complete work 

Green Infrastructure

‐Tree Planting & Urban Forestry: Plant more trees wherever possible. Preferably with stormwater catchment for self‐watering ability. Consider maintenance plan to go 
with.
‐Repair existing pathways/ add Green Infrastructure: Repair existing pathways and find ways to add water harvesting features and native plants.
‐Empty Lots for Stormwater: Working with city and county officials to transform empty lots into stormwater management and opportunity spots for native plants and mini‐
park concepts.

***Important to note these projects can be tackled in phases to meet funding.***
Action Plan
1. Meet/communciate with key partners ‐List of Sites with analysis

‐Site visits
‐Site rankings
‐Site selection (with consensus)
‐Timeline
‐Following timline
‐Construction

2. Create list of potential sites, list pros/cons, anylize access and water 
capture/shade potential, research existing infrastructure, describe costs, describe 
administrative steps to acquire/access site
3. Visit sites with key partners

4. Rank and select sites based on feasibilty (access, cost, ease of administrative 
procedures, and Key Partner consensus)

Key Partners

CVWP Watershed Action Plan



Projects Type:

Project Examples & 
Descriptions

Estimated Cost TBD
Project Milestones to Completion

Gila County Health Department

USFS United Fund

FMI Community Investment Fund

AZ DFFM Landscape Restoration

Bullion Center

3. Set framework for private‐public partnerships for long‐term water supply resilience

4. Explore feasibility of matching water quality to use

5. Foster ecological stewardship to preserve, enhance, and manage natural resources for resilience, adaptation, and restoration

6. Combine and share both knowledge and resources under guiding philosophies for collective impact

7. Education of the public and decision‐makers to increase awareness and motivate action

Notes: 

CVWP Goals:

7. Education of the public and decision‐makers to increase awareness and motivate action

Potential Additional 
Partners:

Potential Funding 
(non‐exhaustive):

https://www.ufglobemiami.com/

https://www.freeportinmycommunity.com/pages/community‐inv

https://dffm.az.gov/grants/landscape‐scale‐restoration‐grants

Cathy Sanchez Memorial 
Foundation

5. Follow Timeline Must Have
Site commitment/agreements
Schedule
Speakers
Funding
Site Survey

ADWR

ADEQ

Community Outreach and Education

‐GCC Xeriscaping Demo Site: Work with GCC staff to thin overgrown demonstration site and install passive rainwater harvesting with native landscaping. Educational 
signage, workshops.
‐Xeriscaping Workshops: Inviting experienced xeriscapers to teach about planting native landscapes. Partner with nurseries for local impact.
‐Class/Club at Community College: Customizing a preexisting class from Eastern Arizona College to Gila Community College. Work with instructors and students to form a 
club dedicated to watershed interests.
‐Watershed Field Trips: Creating watershed field trips to educate citizens about watershed features and opportunities for new or continued action. Bring lunch.
‐Public Speakers: Inviting technical and policy experts to inspire stakeholders and public. 
‐Water Festival Participation: Educational outreach with local students.
‐Gila County Rural Well Owner Network: Hosting well owner education workshops with basic water screening; model after TX A&M program. Partner with health 
department and local extension office.

***Important to note these projects can be tackled in phases to meet funding.***
Key Partners Action Plan
Eastern Arizona College ‐ Gila Pueblo Campus 1. Meet/communciate with key partners ‐Class listed in GCC schedule

‐Workshops scheduled and advertsied
‐Published list of speaking events
‐Timeline
‐Survey of xeriscaping site
‐Workshop dates 
‐Follow Timeline
‐Construction

UA Extension
2. Update exisitng class, draft field trip, work with GCC staff to draft site plan, reach 
out to experts, develop various watershed curricula 

Globe School District
3. Develop agreements with key partners for actionable items, set dates for outreach 
events

Miami School District
4. Develop Budget, Write Grants/Procure Funding

CVWP Watershed Action Plan



Projects Type:

Project Examples & 
Descriptions

Estimated Cost TBD
Project Milestones to Completion

City of Globe United Fund

FMI Community Investment Fund

AZ DFFM Landscape Restoration

Town of Miami

Notes: 

CVWP Goals: 2. Expand management practices of land to better utilize storm water flows and quality

3. Set framework for private‐public partnerships for long‐term water supply resilience

4. Explore feasibility of matching water quality to use

5. Foster ecological stewardship to preserve, enhance, and manage natural resources for resilience, adaptation, and restoration

6. Combine and share both knowledge and resources under guiding philosophies for collective impact

7. Education of the public and decision‐makers to increase awareness and motivate action

7. Education of the public and decision‐makers to increase awareness and motivate action

5. Create work plan and timeline with key partners (site acquisition, survey, detailed 
work plan, construction, inspection)

Potential Additional 
Partners:

Potential Funding 
(non‐exhaustive):

https://www.ufglobemiami.com/

Cathy Sanchez Memorial 
Foundation

https://www.freeportinmycommunity.com/pages/community‐investment‐funds

https://dffm.az.gov/grants/landscape‐scale‐restoration‐grants

Must Have
Site commitment/agreements
Funding
Site Survey
Work Plan
Construction Contracts/Commitments

6. Develop Budget, Write Grants/Procure Funding

7. Follow Timeline to construct

8. Complete work 

Rainwater Harvesting Demo Sites

‐Rainwater Harvesting Demo Sites: Find accessible locations to install rainwater harvesting with educational signage.  
‐Bus Stop Rainwater Harvesting: Install mini rainwater harvesting projects on bus stops with educational signage and planters with native species.

***Important to note these projects can be tackled in phases to meet funding.***
Key Partners Action Plan
Cobre Valley Community Transit 1. Meet/communciate with key partners ‐List of Sites with analysis

‐Site visits
‐Site rankings
‐Site selection (with consensus)
‐Timeline
‐Following timline
‐Construction

Bullion Center
2. Create list of potential sites, list pros/cons, anylize access and water capture 
potential, research existing infrastructure, describe costs, describe administrative 
steps to acquire/access site

Eastern Arizona College ‐ Gila Pueblo Campus
3. Rank and select sites based on feasibilty (access, cost, ease of administrative 
procedures, and Key Partner consensus)

Local Businesses
4. Develop agreements with key partners for actionable items, set dates for outreach 
events

CVWP Watershed Action Plan



Projects Type:

Project Examples & 
Descriptions

Estimated Cost TBD
Project Milestones to Completion

United Fund

FMI Community Investment Fund

5. Foster ecological stewardship to preserve, enhance, and manage natural resources for resilience, adaptation, and restoration

Notes: 

CVWP Goals: 1. Revise existing water budget with updated data and information

3. Set framework for private‐public partnerships for long‐term water supply resilience

6. Combine and share both knowledge and resources under guiding philosophies for collective impact

7. Education of the public and decision‐makers to increase awareness and motivate action

Potential Additional 
Partners:

Potential Funding 
(non‐exhaustive):

https://www.ufglobemiami.com/

https://www.freeportinmycommunity.com/pages/community‐investment‐funds

5. Develop Budget, Write Grants/Procure Funding Must Have
Handbook
Online Database
Scheduled workshops and outreach events
Partnership Coordinator

6. Collect Data

Citizen Science

‐Data Collection: Collecting local water data (GW levels, quality) and create open database.
‐Citizen Science/MultiPoint Data Collectors: Working with citizen scientists to collect and record data around the Cobre Valley. Compiling this data for open database and 
future use.

***Important to note these projects can be tackled in phases to meet funding.***
Key Partners Action Plan
Globe High School 1. Meet/communciate with key partners ‐Data collection handbook

‐Open access database
‐Data collection workshop

Bullion Center

2. Create data collection handbook and online, open‐access database

3. Procure simple data collection tools

Eastern Arizona College ‐ Gila Pueblo Campus 4. Develop workshop to bring in citizen scientists, students

Miami High School

CVWP Watershed Action Plan



Projects Type:

Project Examples & 
Descriptions

Estimated Cost TBD
Project Milestones to Completion

Globe School District United Fund

Miami School District FMI Community Investment Fund

Business partners AZ State Parks Recreation Grants

Gila Community College USDA

Hunting groups

Local Ranchers and/or Cattleman's Assoc.

2. Expand management practices of land to better utilize storm water flows and quality

3. Set framework for private‐public partnerships for long‐term water supply resilience

4. Explore feasibility of matching water quality to use

5. Foster ecological stewardship to preserve, enhance, and manage natural resources for resilience, adaptation, and restoration

6. Combine and share both knowledge and resources under guiding philosophies for collective impact

Notes: 

USFS 1. Meet/communciate with key partners ‐List of Sites with analysis
‐Site visits
‐Site rankings
‐Site selection (with consensus)
‐Timeline
‐Following timline
‐Riparian Restoration Activities

BHP
2. Create list  sites, list pros/cons, research existing infrastructure, describe costs, 
describe administrative steps to acquire/access site

Freeport McMoRan 3. Visit sites with key partners

City of Globe
4. Rank and select sites based on feasibilty (access, cost, ease of administrative 
procedures, and Key Partner consensus

Riparian Corridor Restoration

‐Riparian Corridor Restoration: Remove trash from riparian corridor, remove invasive species, adjust grade and banks, rehabilitate floodplain.
‐Upper riparian corridor restoration: Work with USFS to rehabilitate riparian corridors by removing overgrowth, closing illegal routes, adjusting grade and banks, 
rehabilitating floodplain, and restoring native vegetation.

***Note: These projects can be tackled in phases to meet funding***Strongly recommend pairing with TRAILS/RECREATION***
Key Partners Action Plan

Town of Miami 5. Create work plan and timeline with key partners (site acquisition, survey, detailed 
shovel‐ready plan, ground‐breaking, construction, sign‐making/installation, 
inspection, opening)

Must Have
Site commitment/agreements
Funding
Site Survey
Work Plan
Construction Contracts/Commitments

Gila County 6. Develop Budget, Write Grants/Procure Funding

7. Follow Timeline for rehabilitation activities 

8. Enjoy rehabilitated riparian areas.

CVWP Goals:

7. Education of the public and decision‐makers to increase awareness and motivate action

Potential Additional 
Partners:

Potential Funding 
(non‐exhaustive):

https://www.ufglobemiami.com/

https://www.freeportinmycommunity.com/pages/community‐investment‐funds

https://azstateparks.com/grants/

https://www.azcattlegrowers.org/ranchers‐near‐you‐gila

https://www.fs.usda.gov/working‐with‐us/grants

https://www.rmef.org/grant‐programs/

https://www.azcattlegrowers.org/

CVWP Watershed Action Plan



Projects Type:

Project Examples & 
Descriptions

Estimated Cost $1,280,597 
Project Milestones to Completion

United Fund

FMI Community Investment Fund

Notes: 

City of Globe 1. Meet/communciate with key partners ‐Meet with partners
‐Procure Funding
‐Develop Work Plan
‐Constuction

BHP 2. Describe costs, describe administrative steps to acquire/access site

Freeport McMoRan 3. Assist with grant writing

Arizona Complete Health 4. Construct

Community Pool

‐Community Pool: Support City of Globe in all efforts to rehabilitate and reopen community pool 

***Consider including water saving and water education***
Key Partners Action Plan

Cobre Valley Regional Medical Center 5. Enjoy Pool in May 2022! Must Have
Funding
Site Survey
Work Plan
Construction Contracts/Commitments

Potential Additional 
Partners:

Potential Funding 
(non‐exhaustive):

https://www.ufglobemiami.com/

https://www.freeportinmycommunity.com/pages/community‐investment‐funds

CVWP Goals: 1. Revise existing water budget with updated data and information

2. Expand management practices of land to better utilize storm water flows and quality

3. Set framework for private‐public partnerships for long‐term water supply resilience

4. Explore feasibility of matching water quality to use

5. Foster ecological stewardship to preserve, enhance, and manage natural resources for resilience, adaptation, and restoration

6. Combine and share both knowledge and resources under guiding philosophies for collective impact

7. Education of the public and decision‐makers to increase awareness and motivate action

CVWP Watershed Action Plan



Projects Type:

Project Examples & 
Descriptions

Estimated Cost TBD
Project Milestones to Completion

Gila County USBOR

ADWR

ADEQ

Notes

Arizona Water Company 1. Meet/communciate with key partners ‐List of Sites with analysis
‐Site visits
‐Site rankings and selection (with consensus)
‐Low‐Flow Fixtures
‐Low‐Flow Public Program Ads and Outreach
‐Timeline/phases
‐Following timline/phases

City of Globe

2. Create list  sites, list pros/cons, research existing infrastructure, describe costs, 
describe administrative steps to acquire/access site, review existing agreements, 
determine future needs

San Carlos Apache Tribe 3. Visit sites with key partners

BHP

4. Rank and select sites based on feasibilty (access, cost, ease of administrative 
procedures, and Key Partner consensus, develop work phases, develop incentive 
structure, review water cost and water savings

Water Supply Augmentation Development

‐Water Supply Augmentation: Work with decision‐makers to diversify water supply portfolio, bolster fire‐fighting capability, and improve water pressure in community.
‐Water Conservation Investment: Improve aging pipes and booster plants, incentivize low‐flow toilets, fixtures, and appliances, incentivize xeriscaping, conduct water 
audits.

***NOTE: This is a marathon, not a sprint. This work takes concerted, consistent effort over the duration of time.***
Key Partners Action Plan

Freeport McMoRan 5. Create work plan and timeline with key partners: site acquisition, surveys, detailed 
plans, construction and rehabilitation, inspections, public outreach and 
communications plans

Must Have
Water Systems Audit and Map
Site and legal commitment/agreements
Funding
Site Surveys
Low‐Flow Fixtures, Ads, and Outreach Events
Work Plans
Construction Contracts/Commitments

SRP 6. Develop Budget, Write Grants/Procure Funding

AJAX Engineering 7. Follow Timelines

Miami High School 8. Save Water!

Potential Additional 
Partners:

Potential Funding 
(non‐exhaustive):

https://www.usbr.gov/drought/projects.html

https://usbr.gov/watersmart/weeg/index.html

https://usbr.gov/watersmart/watermarketing/index.html

https://usbr.gov/watersmart/cwmp/index.html

CVWP Goals: 1. Revise existing water budget with updated data and information

3. Set framework for private‐public partnerships for long‐term water supply resilience

4. Explore feasibility of matching water quality to use

5. Foster ecological stewardship to preserve, enhance, and manage natural resources for resilience, adaptation, and restoration

6. Combine and share both knowledge and resources under guiding philosophies for collective impact

7. Education of the public and decision‐makers to increase awareness and motivate action

CVWP Watershed Action Plan



Projects Type:

Project Examples & 
Descriptions

Estimated Cost TBD
Project Milestones to Completion

Gila County USBOR

Globe‐Miami Farmer's Market FMI Community Investment Fund

4H Clubs SRP Community Grants

Local Churches

Notes: 

Eastern Arizona College ‐ Gila Pueblo Campus 1. Develop internship/volunteer program with key tasks and expectation ‐Developed program and list of tasks
‐Job/Volunteer Description
‐Hired/accepted person/people

US Extension 2. Develop budget, Write Grants/Procure Funding

Globe High School 3. Find an Intern/volunteers

Miami High School 4. Work collaboratively with new team

Internship Program

‐CVWP Internship Program: Hire dedicated intern for ~5‐10hr/week for website, database, meetings, record‐tracking, admin, and partnership developmnet assistance
‐CVWP Volunteer Program: Boost citizen science program, be able to be present at more outreach events, model after other volunteer programs in state.

Key Partners Action Plan

Must Have
Program
Funding
Schedules for all outreach events

Potential Additional 
Partners:

Potential Funding 
(non‐exhaustive):

https://usbr.gov/watersmart/cwmp/index.html

https://www.freeportinmycommunity.com/pages/community‐investment‐funds

https://www.srpnet.com/menu/community/contributions.aspx

CVWP Goals: 1. Revise existing water budget with updated data and information

2. Expand management practices of land to better utilize storm water flows and quality

3. Set framework for private‐public partnerships for long‐term water supply resilience

4. Explore feasibility of matching water quality to use

5. Foster ecological stewardship to preserve, enhance, and manage natural resources for resilience, adaptation, and restoration

6. Combine and share both knowledge and resources under guiding philosophies for collective impact

7. Education of the public and decision‐makers to increase awareness and motivate action

CVWP Watershed Action Plan



 

Appendix 2. Environmental Management Plan Example 



  Watershed Action Plan 

Any changes made to the environment can have unintended consequences. This Watershed 

Action Plan focuses on improving conditions throughout the watershed in a variety of ways, 

which can inadvertently lead to adverse impacts. Therefore, all projects that are implemented in 

the area should have an Environmental Management Plan (EMP) in one form or another. 

Different projects will have different impacts, and therefore different levels of environmental 

awareness and protection will be required. Some types of projects will require a full feasibility 

plan that would include a defined Need, Purpose and Benefit, a Scope of Work, a stakeholder 

scoping process, an assessment of existing conditions and possible impacts and a defined project 

development footprint.  

The feasibility study also includes an Environmental Overview, which describes the social, 

economic, and environmental characteristics of the watershed project and its study area, 

identifies potential “fatal flaws,” potential environmental impacts, obstacles, and issues 

associated with the study area and project, and evaluates project and study area alternatives if 

necessary. These documents, along with an agency and public scoping process, will ensure 

stewardship, transparency, due diligence and compliance with environmental impacts regulations 

within the watershed. For additional information about federal and state regulations on 

environmental impacts, see the list of government policies in Section 2.1.1 of the Watershed 

Action Plan. 

Other types of projects may not require a full feasibility plan, but should still include a formal 

recognition of environmental awareness and protection through project implementation prior to 

work conducted. The EMP worksheet is included here to remind stakeholders that any project 

that is implemented needs to be a net-good for the environment, and is derived from 

Documenting Your Environmental Management Plan – a Workbook for Small Business 

(Workbook) from the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Small Business Division 

(https://dnr.wi.gov/topic/SmallBusiness/documents/air/DocumentingEMP.pdf). The Workbook is 

focused on guidance small business leaders, but provides clear guidance for leaders who are 

committed to improving environmental management practices within their jurisdiction. 

Therefore, stakeholders should take the time to read this document completely.      

https://dnr.wi.gov/topic/SmallBusiness/documents/air/DocumentingEMP.pdf


  Watershed Action Plan 

 

 



 

Appendix 3. Gila Adjudication Memo



  Watershed Action Plan 

This memo was written in 2018 and sent to the WRRC in support of the Water Handbook for 

Cobre Valley as well as the First Forum on Water, where the memo findings were presented to 

stakeholders.   

 



 
 

1 

MEMORANDUM 

TO:  The Water Resources Research Center, University of Arizona College of 

Agriculture and Life Sciences 

FROM: The Natural Resource Use & Management Clinic, University of Arizona College 

of Law 

DATE:  September 4, 2018 

RE: Overview of water rights adjudication, groundwater management, and potential 

Clean Water Act jurisdiction as they relate to rights and activities in the Cobre 

Valley1 

 

QUESTIONS PRESENTED 

1. How does the ongoing Gila River adjudication impact the water rights of water users in 

the Cobre Valley? 

2. What legal groundwater management mechanisms are being implemented in the Cobre 

Valley Watershed? 

3. How does the Clean Water Act apply to use of groundwater and surface water in the Cobre 

Valley? 

 

BRIEF ANSWER 

1. The Gila River Adjudication affects any person or entity who uses surface water or has 

made a claim to water use within the Gila River system, which includes surface water 

uses in the Cobre Valley area. The Gila River adjudication includes surface water 

diverted from a stream, non-diversionary instream uses, impoundments in ponds and 

reservoirs located in natural channels, and withdrawals from wells of underground water 

that is found to be closely connected with a stream (i.e. subflow)..  In order to avoid 

losing any water rights that they may have, surface water users are required to file a claim 

with the Maricopa County Superior Court, which presides over the Gila River 

Adjudication (commonly known as the Gila adjudication court). 

                                                           
1 This memorandum is intended only to provide general information and analysis of the legal frameworks governing 

water rights and usage in the Cobre Valley. It should not be construed as offering specific legal advice to particular 

individuals and entities.  
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2. The Cobre Valley is not located within any Active Management Areas designated by the 

Arizona Groundwater Management Act; therefore, landowners may pump groundwater 

without restriction as long as it is for a reasonable and beneficial use, subject to the 

federal reserved water rights doctrine.  

3. Certain aspects of the Clean Water Act may also impact the use and quality of water in the 

Cobre Valley. 

DISCUSSION 

I. Gila River Adjudication 

The adjudication of water rights in the Gila River system involves the complex and 

contentious litigation of thousands of water rights claims in several watersheds. Currently, there 

are approximately 40,000 parties (claimants) who have filed over 85,000 claims.2 The 

adjudication process is similar to a large class action, but instead of many claimants with similar 

interests pitted against a single defendant or limited group of defendants, it is every claimant 

pitted against every other claimant.3   

Surface water resources in the Cobre Valley area include Pinal Creek and Pinto Creek, both 

of which flow north to the Salt River (which includes Lake Roosevelt). The Salt River watershed 

is part of the Gila River Adjudication, therefore the Cobre Valley area’s surface water and stream 

subflow are subject to that adjudicatory process for quantifying and prioritizing water rights 

claimed within the Gila River system.4 Water users are responsible for filing a statement of 

claimant (SOC) by certain deadlines in order to avoid forfeiture of any water rights they may 

have.5   

A timeline for completion of the Gila River Adjudication is difficult to predict. The Gila 

River Adjudication began in the 1970s and has experienced a series of delays involving legal 

issues with the initial court summons sent to property owners throughout the adjudication, the 

                                                           
2 Arizona Department of Water Resources, General Description of Adjudications Program 

http://www.azwater.gov/AzDWR/SurfaceWater/Adjudications/ (last visited Sept. 4, 2018). 
3 See Rhett Larson & Brian Payne, Unclouding Arizona’s Water Future, 49 Ariz. State. L.J. 465, 477-488 (Summer 

2017). 
4 See generally Superior Court General Stream Adjudications, 

http://www.superiorcourt.maricopa.gov/SuperiorCourt/GeneralStreamAdjudication/ (last visited Sept. 4, 2018).   
5 See A.R.S § 45-254. 
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jurisdiction of the state courts to adjudicate federal non-Indian and Indian reserved water rights, 

changes in legislation, and the development of an appropriate test to identify those wells that 

withdraw water from stream subflow (thereby requiring a surface water right).6 However, the 

process is moving forward more quickly as the Special Master (appointed by the Arizona 

Supreme Court to assist with the adjudication proceedings) works through the quantification and 

prioritization process, which involves evaluating the Arizona Department of Water Resources 

(ADWR) investigations and water right recommendations (embodied in a Hydrographic Survey 

Report, or HSR), and holding hearings on the potential claims and any objections filed to the 

HSRs in each of the watersheds in the Gila River system.7 

a. Process and Procedural Requirements for Potential Claimants  

Water users in the Cobre Valley area, like other water users in the Gila River 

adjudication, must file a water rights claim by submitting the appropriate statement of claimant 

(SOC) forms with ADWR, which ADWR will then process and file with the Gila adjudication 

court.  Generally, water users in the Gila River adjudication are required by statute to file an 

SOC within 90 days following receipt of a summons.8 Court summons were served when the 

adjudication first began, and continue to be served as new water uses are initiated. A predecessor 

in interest to the current property owner may already have received a summons, and may or may 

not have filed an SOC.9 Even if a water user has failed to file an SOC within 90 days of receipt 

of a court summons, an SOC may be filed without the permission of the court up to 90 days 

before ADWR has published its HSR for the watershed, or even after the Special Master has 

completed hearings for the watershed, subject to additional notice requirements so that other 

                                                           
6 See Joseph Feller, The Adjudication That Ate Arizona Water Law, 49 ARIZ. L. REV. 405, 423-426 (2007); see also 

Superior Court General Stream Adjudications, 

http://www.superiorcourt.maricopa.gov/SuperiorCourt/GeneralStreamAdjudication/ (last visited Sept. 4, 2018).   
7 By statute, ADWR is required to prepare and publish comprehensive Hydrographic Survey Reports (HSRs) for 

each of the ten watersheds within the two adjudications. ADWR must include detailed information regarding land 

ownership, hydrology, and the factual basis for each SOC, and ADWR’s recommendations regarding the water 

rights attributes for each individual water right claim or use investigated. Arizona Department of Water Resources, 

General Description of Adjudications Program, 

http://www.azwater.gov/AzDWR/SurfaceWater/Adjudications/default.htm (last visited Sept. 4, 2018). 
8 See A.R.S. § 45-254(A). The summons are issued by the Gila adjudication court and served by mail by ADWR. 

A.R.S. § 45-253. 
9 ADWR maintains records of SOCs and may be contacted to determine if an SOC has been filed for water use at a 

specific location. Arizona Department of Water Resources, General Description of Adjudications Program, 

http://www.azwater.gov/AzDWR/SurfaceWater/Adjudications/default.htm (last visited Sept. 4, 2018). 

http://www.azwater.gov/AzDWR/SurfaceWater/Adjudications/default.htm
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parties may object to the claim.10  Once the Special Master hearings are over, however, a water 

user must file a motion to intervene and seek permission from the court in order to file an SOC, 

which the court may grant if it would not unduly delay and prejudice the adjudication of the 

rights of the original parties.11   

If a water user fails to file an SOC, the water user risks losing the claimed water right, 

and the loss of right to use water may happen even if the water user had previously received a 

permit, certificate, or other approval to use water from ADWR.12 

b. Intended Outcome – The Final Decree 

Ultimately, the Maricopa County Superior Court, acting on the recommendations of the 

Special Master, will issue a final decree adjudicating the rights to use the water of the river 

system, by determining the extent and priority of each water right, and accepting any previously 

determined water rights and dates of appropriation in prior decrees unless the water rights have 

been abandoned.13 The final decree will include water right abstracts that list water right 

attributes for each adjudicated water right including the locations of the points of diversion and 

places of use, the types of water use, the quantity of water use, and the priority of the water 

right.14   

Prior to entry of the final decree, the Special Master is responsible for preparing a catalog 

that includes a list of all proposed water rights, their relative priority on the river system, and 

relevant portions of the HSR for the watershed.15   After any objections to the catalog of 

proposed water rights have been resolved, the Special Master will file a report and recommend a 

final decree to the Gila adjudication court.  At this point, objections may be filed to the Special 

                                                           
10 A.R.S § 45-254 (E)(1) and (2). 
11 A.R.S. § 45-254(E)(3).  
12 See generally Superior Court General Stream Adjudications, supra note 4.13A.R.S. § 45-257(B). 
13A.R.S. § 45-257(B). 
14 See Rules for Proceedings Before the Special Master, Arizona General Stream Adjudication, §§ 15.03 and 17 

http://www.superiorcourt.maricopa.gov/SuperiorCourt/GeneralStreamAdjudication/docs/pdfs-RulesRev053105.pdf. 
15 See Rules for Proceedings Before The Special Master, supra note 14, § 15.00. 16 See generally Superior Court 

General Stream Adjudications, supra note 4; see Rules for Proceedings Before The Special Master, supra note 14, § 

16.03. 17 Under common law, water rights may be abandoned if it established that the water right has gone unused 

and the right holder intended to abandon such right. See Mark A. McGinnis & R. Jeffrey Heilman, The Application 

of Statutory Forfeiture to Pre-1919 Water Rights in Arizona, and its Potential Ramification, 8 ARIZ. J. ENVTL. L. & 

POL’Y 69, 75 (Summer 2018). Statutory forfeiture differs in that no intent is required, effectively broadening its 

applicability. See id.  
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Master’s report, the Gila adjudication court may hold hearings, and the court may adopt, modify 

or reject the Special Master’s report in whole or in part in the final decree.16 

 

a. Special Issues in the Gila River Adjudication  

There are several pending legal (as well as technical) questions that will impact the Gila River 

Adjudication, however this Memorandum will solely highlight two that may be of particular 

interest to Cobre Valley water users: 1) the forfeiture doctrine, and 2) the legal connection 

between certain groundwater wells and surface water rights. 

i. Statutory Forfeiture and Applicability to Pre-1919 Water Rights 

Under Arizona statutory law, a water right may be forfeited due to non-use for five 

successive years. A.R.S. § 45-141(C) provides that “when the owner of a right to the use of 

water ceases or fails to use the water appropriated for five successive years, the right to the use 

shall cease, and the water shall revert to the public and shall again be subject to appropriation.”17 

In 1995, the Arizona State Legislature amended this provision to add an exception for water 

rights initiated prior to 1919, which is when the first state water code, including the forfeiture 

provision, was enacted.18 In other words, this amendment protected water rights initiated prior to 

1919 from claims that such rights may have been forfeited due to non-use.   

The validity of this forfeiture exception for pre-1919 water rights has been deliberated by 

both the Arizona Supreme Court and the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeal, resulting in the 

invalidation of the 1995 statutory exception, while at the same time creating uncertainty as to 

                                                           
16 See generally Superior Court General Stream Adjudications, supra note 4; see Rules for Proceedings Before The 

Special Master, supra note 14, § 16.03. 17 Under common law, water rights may be abandoned if it established that 

the water right has gone unused and the right holder intended to abandon such right. See Mark A. McGinnis & R. 

Jeffrey Heilman, The Application of Statutory Forfeiture to Pre-1919 Water Rights in Arizona, and its Potential 

Ramification, 8 ARIZ. J. ENVTL. L. & POL’Y 69, 75 (Summer 2018). Statutory forfeiture differs in that no intent is 

required, effectively broadening its applicability. See id.  
17 Under common law, water rights may be abandoned if it established that the water right has gone unused and the 

right holder intended to abandon such right. See Mark A. McGinnis & R. Jeffrey Heilman, The Application of 

Statutory Forfeiture to Pre-1919 Water Rights in Arizona, and its Potential Ramification, 8 ARIZ. J. ENVTL. L. & 

POL’Y 69, 75 (Summer 2018). Statutory forfeiture differs in that no intent is required, effectively broadening its 

applicability. See id.  
18 See McGinnis & Heilman, supra note 17 at 78 (citing A.R.S. § 45-141(C), which provides that “statutory 

forfeiture by nonuse shall not apply to a water right initiated before June 12, 1919”).  
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whether other legal principles may preclude application of forfeiture to pre-1919 rights.19 

Although it is beyond the scope of this Memorandum to address these cases in detail, water users 

should be aware that forfeiture likely applies to all water rights, regardless of the date the right 

was initiated. Nonetheless, there are many defenses to forfeiture laid out in the Arizona statutes, 

including drought, active service, government-impose water use restrictions, or “[a]ny other 

reason that a court of competent jurisdiction deems would warrant nonuse.”20  

ii. Surface Water Rights, Subflow, and Wells  

Arizona law divides water into percolating groundwater (governed separately as 

described below in Section II) and appropriable surface water. The latter is the focus of the Gila 

River Adjudication. Yet, perhaps surprisingly, the Gila River Adjudication also includes wells 

that are determined to be hydrologically connected to a surface stream. These wells withdraw 

appropriable surface water known as subflow.  Arizona law broadly defines appropriable water 

as “waters of all sources flowing in streams, canyons, ravines or other natural channels, or in 

definite underground channels, whether perennial or intermittent, flood, waste or surplus water, 

and of lakes, ponds and springs on the surface.”21  The Arizona Supreme Court, in the 1931 

Southwest Cotton case, defined “subflow” as “those waters which slowly find their way through 

the sand and gravel constituting the bed of the stream, or the lands under or immediately adjacent 

to the stream,” the withdrawal of which tends to “diminish appreciably and directly the flow of 

the surface stream.”22  

In 2000, the Arizona Supreme Court issued an opinion in Gila IV adopting another test 

(consistent with the Southwest Cotton test) to determine whether a well is withdrawing subflow.  

Gila IV established a rebuttable presumption that wells located within the lateral limits of a 

                                                           
19 See San Carlos Apache Tribe v. Superior Court, 972 P.2d 179 (Ariz. 1999) (en banc) (holding that the 1995 

amendments, including the forfeiture exception to pre-1919 rights, violated the due process clause of the Arizona 

Constitution); United States v. Gila Valley Irr. Distr., 859 F.3d 789 (9th Cir. 2017) (commonly referred to as the 

Globe Equity decision) (finding that the Arizona Supreme Court had already determined that statutory forfeiture 

applies to pre-1919 water rights). See generally McGinnis & Heilman, supra note 17 (examining how these 

decisions left open questions as to whether—putting the 1995 statutory amendment aside—forfeiture as enacted in 

1919 could retroactively apply to either pre-1919 water rights, generally, or periods of non-use that occurred prior to 

the 1919 code). 
20 See A.R.S. §§ 45-188(D), 45-189(E). 
21 I A.R.S. § 45-141(A). 
22Maricopa County Munic. Water Conservation Dist. No. 1 v. Southwest Cotton Co., 39 Ariz. 65, 96-97, 4 P.2d 369, 

380-81 (1931).   
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hydro-geologically defined area adjacent to a stream known as the “subflow zone” are pumping 

subflow, and thus are subject to the jurisdiction of the Gila adjudication court.23  Additionally, 

even wells that are located outside of the subflow zone but that are shown to similarly pump 

subflow may also be subject to the jurisdiction of the Gila adjudication court.24 ADWR has 

mapped the lateral limits of the subflow zone for certain watercourses within the San Pedro 

River watershed as requested by the Gila adjudication court, but has not yet done so elsewhere in 

the Gila River adjudication.25  It is therefore unclear at this time which well users in the Cobre 

Valley may be affected by the Gila IV opinion. 

II. Groundwater Management 

The Cobre Valley is not located within any of the five Active Management Areas (AMA’s) 

designated by the Arizona Groundwater Management Act.26 Nonetheless, some regulatory 

mechanisms from this Act may still apply. For groundwater use outside of a designated AMA,27 

an individual may:  

(1) Withdraw and use groundwater for reasonable and beneficial use; 

(2) Transport groundwater subject to certain statutory restrictions; 28 and,  

(3) Use groundwater for irrigation purposes within the exterior boundaries of an irrigation 

non-expansion area subject to certain statutory restrictions.29  

Courts have interpreted what constitutes “reasonable and beneficial use” of groundwater 

broadly30, and groundwater users outside of an AMA are not required to obtain any of the types 

                                                           
23 See In re Gen. Adjudication of All Rights to Use Water in Gila River Sys. & Source (Gila 

IV), 9 P.3d 1069, 1073 (Ariz. 2000) (upholding the lower court’s test delineating the subflow zone as the saturated 

floodplain Holecene alluvium). The Holocene alluvium is a geologic formation consisting of sand, gravel and loose 

rock deposited in a river’s floodplain over the last 10,000 years and the subflow of the river are those waters which 

slowly find their way through the sand and gravel bed of the surface stream. See Feller, supra note 6 at 424-425. 
24 Communication with ADWR legal counsel’s office dated August 27, 2018. 
25 See July 13, 2017 Order, In Re: the General Adjudication of All Rights to Use Water in the Gila River System and 

Source, Docket Nos. W-1, W-2, W-3, W-4, Contested Case No. W1-103 (approving ADWR’s revised subflow zone 

delineation for the San Pedro River Watershed). 
26 See A.R.S. §§ 45-411 and 45-411.03. 
27 A.R.S. § 45-453. 
28 See generally A.R.S. §§ 45-541– 45-559. Specifically, with certain statutory exceptions, groundwater that is 

withdrawn from a groundwater basin outside of an AMA may not be transported away from that basin. A.R.S. §§ 

45-544(A)(2) and 45-551(B).   Because the Cobre Valley is not located within an AMA, these restrictions on 

groundwater transportation apply. 
29 See generally A.R.S. § 45-453. Statutory requirements for using groundwater for irrigation within irrigation non-

expansion area are set forth at A.R.S. §§ 45-431–45-440. 
30 See Bristor v. Cheatham, 75 Ariz. 227, 237, 255 P.2d 173, 180 (1953) (“so long as it is taken in connection with a 

beneficial enjoyment of the land from which it is taken. If it is diverted for the purpose of making reasonable use of 

the land from which it is taken, there is no liability incurred to an adjoining owner for a resulting damage”); In re 

Gen. Adjudication of All Rights to Use Water in Gila River Sys. & Source, 195 Ariz. 411, 415, 989 P.2d 739, 743 
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of permits31 outlined in A.R.S. § 45-512 in order to pump.32 Under Arizona's common law, 

appropriable groundwater is subject both to the doctrines of reasonable use and to federal 

reserved water rights.33 Subject to these two doctrines, a landowner may use the groundwater 

beneath her land, but the landowner does not have a severable property right in the groundwater 

itself.34 Furthermore, groundwater must be used within the groundwater basin from which the 

water is withdrawn, unless the transport is expressly allowed by statute.35 The Arizona 

Groundwater Management Act does not recognize the hydrologic link between surface and 

groundwater. 

III. The Clean Water Act 

While certain Clean Water Act (CWA) requirements can potentially affect groundwater via 

subsurface flows, its broad application to surface waters, including ephemeral or intermittent 

riverine systems such as the Pinto and Pinal Creeks, may also be relevant to activities in the 

Cobre Valley. 

A. Federal Jurisdiction under the Evolving WOTUS Standard 

                                                           
(1999) (“The doctrine of reasonable use permits an overlying landowner to capture as much groundwater as can 

reasonably be used upon the overlying land and relieves the landowner from liability for a resulting diminution of 

another landowner's water supply”). 
31 There are seven types of groundwater withdrawal permits within AMAs: (1) dewatering permits; (2) mineral 

extraction and metallurgical processing permits; (3) general industrial use permits; (4) poor quality groundwater 

permits; (5) temporary permits; (6) drainage water permits; and (7) hydrologic testing permits. A.R.S. § 45-512; see 

also A.R.S. §§ 45-513–45-519.01. 
32 See Davis v. Agua Sierra Res., L.L.C., 220 Ariz. 108, 110, 203 P.3d 506, 508 (2009). 
33 Id. ¶ 10 (quoting In re the Gen. Adjudication of All Rights to Use Water in the Gila River Sys. & Source (“Gila 

River IV ”)), 198 Ariz. 330, 334 ¶ 3, 9 P.3d 1069, 1073 (2000)) (groundwater “is not appropriable and may be 

pumped by the overlying landowner, subject to the doctrine of reasonable use”). See In re Gen. Adjudication of All 

Rights to Use Water in Gila River Sys. & Source (Gila River III), 195 Ariz. 411, 423, 989 P.2d 739, 751 (1999) 

(“[h]olders of federal reserved rights enjoy greater protection from groundwater pumping than do holders of state 

law rights to the extent that greater protection may be necessary to maintain sufficient water to accomplish the 

purpose of a reservation.”); Gila River IV, 198 Ariz. 330, 334, 9 P.3d 1069, 1073 (2000) (“Percolating 

groundwater… is not appropriable and may be pumped by the overlying landowner, subject to the doctrine of 

reasonable use…and the federal reserved water rights doctrine discussed in Gila River III”). See also Davis v. Agua 

Sierra Res., L.L.C., 220 Ariz. 108, 112, 203 P.3d 506, 510 (2009) (“The legislature is free to choose between 

competing uses of groundwater and to modify such rights in the public interest as an exercise of its police power.”). 
34 See Town of Chino Valley v. City of Prescott, 131 Ariz. 78, 82, 638 P.2d 1324, 1328 (1981) (“We therefore hold 

that there is no right of ownership of groundwater in Arizona prior to its capture and withdrawal from the common 

supply and that the right of the owner of the overlying land is simply to the usufruct of the water.”); Cherry v. 

Steiner, 543 F. Supp. 1270, 1277 (D. Ariz. 1982), aff'd, 716 F.2d 687 (9th Cir. 1983) (“A landowner whose land 

overlies groundwater has only the right to use of the water, but maintains no proprietary interest in the actual 

water.”). 
35 A.R.S. §§ 45-544, 45-551. Groundwater users who transport water out of the basin or subbasin may be subject to 

damages under A.R.S. § 45-544(a), (b).  
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The CWA provides the framework for regulating both the surface water quality and 

discharges of pollutants into waters of the United States.36 In recent years, the definition of 

“water of the United States” (WOTUS) has been repeatedly revised by the courts, the EPA, and 

the changing presidential administrations.37 Currently, there are two definitions of WOTUS in 

effect in the United States, with 26 states following a 2015 definition and 24 states—including 

Arizona—following a 1986 definition.  

In 1986, the Army Corps of Engineers issued a document to clarify the definition of 

WOTUS.38 The document broadly defined WOTUS to include all traditionally navigable waters, 

their tributaries, waters adjacent to them, various types of wetlands, and waters located within 

the 100-year floodplain.39 Although groundwater is specifically excluded from this definition,40 

jurisdiction may be extended to tributaries41 even if there are “one or more natural breaks such as 

. . . a stream that flows underground,” as long as “a bed and banks and an ordinary high water 

mark can be identified upstream of the break.”42 Thus, permitting under the CWA may be 

required for actions impacting riparian ecosystems that predominately consist of sub-surface 

flow.  

Modern application of the 1986 rule includes limitations placed on the rule by the 

Supreme Court in Rapanos v. United States. In that case, the petitioner had backfilled a portion 

of wetlands “adjacent” to navigable waters on land that he owned with the intention of 

developing it and was criminally and civilly charged for violating the CWA.43 The Supreme 

Court issued five different opinions in the case, and Justice Kennedy’s concurring opinion 

emerged as the guiding test.44 According to Justice Kennedy, only waters with a “significant 

nexus”45 to navigable waters are under federal jurisdiction for purposes of the CWA.46   

                                                           
36 33 U.S.C. § 1251.  
37 US Army Corps of Engineers, Jurisdictional Information, (Last visited September 1, 2018), available at 

https://www.usace.army.mil/Missions/Civil-Works/Regulatory-Program-and-Permits/juris_info/.  
38 33 C.F.R. § 328.3(b). 
39 Id.  
40 Id. at § 328.3(b). 
41 Tributaries are defined as “water that contributes flow, either directly or through another water,” that constitutes a 

navigable waterway. Id. at § 328.3(c)(3). 
42 Id. at § 328.3(c)(3). 
43 Rapanos v. United States, 547 U.S. 715, 724,  (2006). 
44 Id at 757. 
45 However, Justice Scalia argued that the definition of waters of the United States “does not include channels 

through which water flows intermittently or ephemerally, or channels that periodically provide drainage for 

rainfall.” Id. at 739. 
46 Id. at 767.   
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  Nine years after the Rapanos decision, the Obama Administration, acting through the 

EPA and the Army Corps of Engineers, issued a new rule that attempted to clarify the scope of 

federal jurisdiction under the CWA and preserve federal jurisdiction over non-perennial 

waterways, thus codifying Justice Kennedy’s significant nexus test and broadening the previously 

codified WOTUS test.47  This 2015 rule made changes to the definitions of “adjacent waters”,  

“tributaries” and “ditches”, required case-specific significant nexus tests for some waters, and 

added exclusions.48 In this rule, unlike the 1986 rule, agencies were not left to interpret WOTUS 

on their own, but were held to one definition.49 The rule was quickly challenged by twenty-four 

states, and two federal courts stayed the rule before it could go into effect in those states.50 In 

2017, the Trump Administration issued an Executive Order to stay and review the 2015 rule and 

to publish a new rule consistent with Justice Scalia’s Raponos test.51 

  In January of 2018, the EPA issued a delay rule, deciding that rather than rescind the 

2015 rule, the federal government would not apply the rule until 2020 while it worked “through 

the process of providing long-term regulatory certainty across all 50 states about what waters are 

subject to federal regulation.”52 In the interim period, all of the states would follow the 1986 

WOTUS rule.53 But on August 16, 2018, the District Court of South Carolina issued a nationwide 

injunction of EPA’s 2018 delay rule, finding that the EPA failed to follow the required 

rulemaking procedures in issuing the rule.54 With this injunction in place, 24 states, including 

Arizona, currently follow the 1986 WOTUS definition, and 26 states follow the 2015 rule.55  

                                                           
47 Environmental Protection Agency and Army Corps of Engineers Final Rule; "Clean Water Rule: Definition of 

Waters of the United States," 80 Fed. Reg. 37,054 (June 29, 2015). 
48 Congressional Research Service, EPA and the Army Corps’ Rule to Define “Waters of the United States”, at 8 

(Jan. 5, 2017), available at https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R43455.pdf.  
49 Id at ii.   
50 North Dakota v. U.S. E.P.A., 127 F. Supp. 3d 1047, 1051 (D.N.D. 2015); Georgia v. Pruitt, 2018 U.S. Dist. 

LEXIS 97223 (S.D. Ga., June 8, 2018). In 2016, the Sixth Circuit issued a nationwide stay of the 2015, but the 

Court’s ruling was overturned by the Supreme Court in 2018 which held that the district courts, not the circuit 

courts, had jurisdiction to hear challenges to WOTUS. See Nat'l Ass'n of Mfrs. v. Dep't of Def., 138 S. Ct. 617, 634, 

199 L. Ed. 2d 501 (2018). 
51 82 Fed. Reg. 34899 (2017).  
52 United States Environmental Protection Agency, EPA and Army Finalize "Waters of the United States" 

Applicability Date, News Releases (Jan. 31, 2018), https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/epa-and-army-finalize-

waters-united-states-applicability-date. 
53 United States Environmental Protection Agency, Final Rule: Definition of “Waters of the United States” – 

Addition of Applicability Date to 2015 Clean Water Rule, https://www.epa.gov/wotus-rule/final-rule-definition-

waters-united-states-addition-applicability-date-2015-clean-water (last visited Apr. 7, 2018). 
54 S.C. Coastal Conservation League v. Pruitt, No. 18-CV-330-DCN, 2018 WL 3933811, at *8 (D.S.C. Aug. 16, 

2018). 
55 Id. 
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For the Cobre Valley, the dispute may seem irrelevant since Pinal Creek and Pinto Creek 

likely fall within both the 1986 WOTUS definition and the 2015 WOTUS rule, and are thus under 

the jurisdiction of the CWA as tributaries to the Upper Salt River.56 However, this is an important 

issue to monitor as the Trump Administration may ultimately issue a much narrower WOTUS 

rule that could exclude Pinal and Pinto Creeks from CWA jurisdiction. 

B. Section 404 Dredge and Fill Permitting 

One provision of the CWA that is likely applicable to activities in the Cobre Valley is 

Section 404, which regulates the discharge of dredged or fill materials into waters of the United 

States, such as Pinal and Pinto Creeks.57  As a precondition to issuance of a Section 404 permit, 

the applicant must provide the Army Corps with a Section 401 certification.58  The Army Corps 

has authority to issue section 404 permits, but the EPA has authority to develop guidelines for 

permit approval.59  Pursuant to the EPA’s guidelines at 40 C.F.R. § 230.10, the Corps must deny 

a permit if:  

(a) there is a practicable alternative that causes less harm to the environment; 

(b) the discharge contributes to or causes a violation of the State Water Quality 

Standards, violates a toxic effluent standard, jeopardizes an endangered or 

threatened species or its habitat, or violates the requirement of a marine sanctuary 

designation; 

(c) the discharge “causes or contributes to the significant degradation of waters of 

the United States,” or  

(d) “appropriate and practicable steps” have not been taken which will “minimize 

potential adverse impacts of the discharge on the aquatic ecosystem.”60  

 

                                                           
56 In contrast, the Lower Salt River has been found to be “not navigable” as of 1912, the year of statehood, by the 

Arizona Navigable Stream Adjudication Commission. Arizona Navigable Stream Adjudication Commission, 

Report, Findings and Determination Regarding the Navigability of the Salt River from Granite Reef Dam to the Gila 

River Confluence (Sep. 21, 2005), 

http://www.ansac.az.gov/UserFiles/File/pdf/finalreports/Lower%20Salt%20River.pdf.  
57 33 U.S.C.A. § 1344(a). A separate permitting process applies to discharge of pollutants into navigable waters: the 

National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES). See 33 U.S.C.A. § 1342. This permitting process is 

applicable to, for example, wastewater treatment facilities. 
58 33 U.S.C. § 1341. This certification, made by the state in which the discharge originates, declares that the 

discharge will comply with applicable provisions of the CWA, including state water quality standards. 
59 Id. § 1344(b). The EPA also has “veto authority” and may deny a permit application if “the discharge of such 

materials into such area will have an unacceptable adverse effect on municipal water supplies, shellfish beds and 

fishery areas (including spawning and breeding areas), wildlife, or recreational areas.”  Id. § 1344(c). 
60 Id. 
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The U.S. Army Corps also evaluates permit applications under a “public interest review,” 

outlined in 33 C.F.R. § 320.4(a).61  The relevant factors and the relative importance of each are 

determined at the discretion of the Corps, and its analysis may vary from permit to permit.  A 

permit may be denied if it fails to meet the requirements of the guidelines in 40 C.F.R. 230 or the 

public interest review.   

Dredge and fill activities that the Secretary determines “are similar in nature, will cause 

only minimal adverse environmental effects when performed separately, and will have only 

minimal cumulative adverse effect on the environment,” may be eligible for issuance of a 

general permit on a State, regional, or nationwide basis.62 General permits are subject to the same 

guidelines and requirements outlined above, as well as additional “requirements and standards 

which shall apply to any activity authorized by such general permit.”63 General permits may not 

be issued for a period longer than five years and may be revoked if the nature of the activities 

authorized by the permit changes, leading to a finding by the Secretary that environmental 

degradation is occurring as a result.64 The Clean Water Act also outlines six categories of 

activities that are completely exempt from the section 404 permitting process.65 Most dredge and 

                                                           
61 The public interest review is a balancing test of factors that impact the cumulative effect, which may include 

“conservation, economics, aesthetics, general environmental concerns, wetlands, historic properties, fish and 

wildlife values, flood hazards, floodplain values, land use, navigation, shore erosion, recreation, water supply and 

conservation, water quality, energy needs, safety, mineral needs, considerations of property ownership and, in 

general, the needs and welfare of the people.”  Id. § (a)(1). Under 33 C.F.R. § 320.4(a)(2), the Corps must include 

the following factors in its public interest analysis: “(i) the relative extent of the public and private need for the 

proposed structure or work: (ii) where there are unresolved conflicts as to resource use, the practicability of using 

reasonable alternative locations and methods to accomplish the objective of the proposed structure or work; and (iii) 

the extent and permanence of the beneficial and/or detrimental effects which the proposed structure or work is likely 

to have on the public and private uses to which the area is suited.” 
62 33 U.S.C.A. § 1344(e)(1) (West). 
63 Id. 
64 33 U.S.C.A. § 1344(e)(2) (West). 
65 Dredge and fill “(A) from normal farming, silviculture, and ranching activities such as plowing, seeding, 

cultivating, minor drainage, harvesting for the production of food, fiber, and forest products, or upland soil and 

water conservation practices; (B) for the purpose of maintenance, including emergency reconstruction of recently 

damaged parts, of currently serviceable structures such as dikes, dams, levees, groins, riprap, breakwaters, 

causeways, and bridge abutments or approaches, and transportation structures; (C) for the purpose of construction or 

maintenance of farm or stock ponds or irrigation ditches, or the maintenance of drainage ditches; (D) for the purpose 

of construction of temporary sedimentation basins on a construction site which does not include placement of fill 

material into the navigable waters; (E) for the purpose of construction or maintenance of farm roads or forest roads, 

or temporary roads for moving mining equipment, where such roads are constructed and maintained, in accordance 

with best management practices, to assure that flow and circulation patterns and chemical and biological 

characteristics of the navigable waters are not impaired, that the reach of the navigable waters is not reduced, and 

that any adverse effect on the aquatic environment will be otherwise minimized; (F) resulting from any activity with 

respect to which a State has an approved program under section 1288(b)(4) of [Title 33. Navigation and Navigable 

Waters] which meets the requirements of subparagraphs (B) and (C) of such section.” 33 U.S.C.A. § 1344(f) (West). 
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fill activities undertaken by individuals at a small, local level are likely to fall into one of these 

categories of exemptions.  

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Gila River adjudication affects persons or entities who use surface water in the Cobre 

Valley area.  Affected surface water users include those who divert surface water from, or use 

the instream flows of, Pinto Creek and Pinal Creek and any other surface water sources.  Also 

affected are those water users who impound water in ponds or reservoirs located on natural 

channels, and who withdraw well water that is determined to come from the subflow of a stream.  

The Gila River Adjudication has been a slow moving process, but it is now progressing more 

quickly. Cobre Valley water users who believe they have a valid surface water right, but who 

have not yet filed an SOC with the Maricopa County Superior Court, should do so in order to 

protect their water rights from being lost.   

Additionally, because the Cobre Valley is not located within an AMA designated by the 

Arizona Groundwater Management Act, groundwater use is generally unlimited as long as that 

use is objectively reasonable and beneficial. Landowners have the right to use groundwater 

beneath their land subject to the doctrines of reasonable use and federal reserved water rights, but 

landowners may not transfer their groundwater out of the water basin or subbasin unless certain 

statutory requirements are met.  

In Arizona, the jurisdiction of the CWA—as described in the definition of WOTUS—

currently follows the 1986 WOTUS definition and the subsequent Rapanos guidelines. 

Accordingly, activities, such as dredging and filling, that take place within qualifying waters are 

subject to the federal permitting processes under the CWA. 
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